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DIRIGIBLE AKRON WRECKED

Principal Blaisdell’s Young Folks Again Prove Their The Late P. T. Barnum Never Conceived Such Novelties Only Three Of the 70 Or More On Board Were Rescued
—Crashed During Thunder Storm
As Were Seen There
Ability To Entertain the Public

A "circus party” was held at the ' Salome dance. Mrs. Wentworth;
This morning's radio bulletins brought the startling news that the
"galluses," and white shirts. Allen
as interlocutor was most efficient, Country Club Friday evening with 35 , Mr. Horrocks in contortionist stunts Naval dirigible Akron had crashed 20 miles off Barnegat during a severe
and the end men were simply a riot of the younger married couples in and impersonating “The Clutching electrical storm, and that ot the more than 70 men on board only four
of fun. There was a steady stream attendance. Everyone was in cos- i Hand*' and “Frankenstein;" Mrs.
'
Allen putting her trained dog were rescued. One of the four—W. Copeland, chief radio operator, died
of Jokes—some brand spanking new, tumc and masked.
The opening feature was the “cir- | through his paces; and hula hula after being pulled from the sea.
others old friends, some so choicely
Among those who perished in the wreck were Rear Admiral William
cus
parade,” headed by Dr. R. L ! dances by Mrs. Mason and Mrs.
good that no new dress was needed
Dancing followed, with A. Moffatt, chief of the Naval Bureau of Aeronautics; and Lieut. Com
to make them go over. There were Stratton, as policeman. H. B. Bur- j Sleeper.
music by the Country Club Orches- mander Frank C. McCord, who was making his first flight in the Akron
Jokes on members of the faculty
| tra, James O’Hara, director. Re
and student body — jokes without
as its commander.
freshments featured "pink lemonade"
darts but pertinent. Many of the
The disaster occurred at 1.30 this morning, Tanker Phoebus, New
in true circus style, also a birthday
numbers came hi for enoores. among
York
for Tampico, caught the S.O.S. from the Akron—a signal which
cake for F. A. Tirrell, Jr.
them the songs by Jesta Nutt and
was
not
repeated, as the dirigible’s fall was probably very rapid—and
Lotsa Pepp, the accordian solos, the |
Agony quartet, the vocal duet and
flashing word to the shore, proceeded to the scene as rapidly as her limited
i the tambourine drill.
speed would permit.
j Part II was cleverly worked out,
Her crew was able to take four struggling men from the water, and
PART I
115 SUMMER STREET. ROCKLAND
Pa and Ma Hawly through the magic
saw many others sink to their doom. Among the rescued men was Lieut.
Interlocutor.
Robert Allen
of Hcney Suckle (black as the kitchen
Soapy Nox de la Vomica.
Practice Limited To Surgery
Commander H. B.Wiley, second in command of the Akron.
HFrank Ptetroek'i stove!' seein& the radio performers.
Jesta Nutt.
A scene of great activity on the part of the Navy Department ensued
Ino Salts.
Wilbur Connon ! Anna Winchenbach was costumed in
Fulla Gloom,
Tony
“
Accardi
1
a
white
silk
suit
with
a
pert
cap.
when
the word of the tragedy was received. Warships, Coast Guard
Lotsa Pepp,
Hours fly A ppointment
Aphrodite Jones.
Maurice shepherd' Her finished announcements, made
boats, seaplanes and land planes were despatched from the nearest points.
They sure thought the place was
Front Circle: Shirley Barbour, j po^pie through various advertisers,
Telephone 132
One of the first craft to arrive was the new light cruiser Portland,
pinched
Herbert Spear, Carl Spear. Bernard , were offset bj.
who M a
recently
tried on the Rockland course. Her commander reported no
Cohen, Carl Philbrook, Charles Hav
40-42
blackface comedian of the first, gess garbed as a clown led a pony
ener, Frank Maloney and Elmer
wreckage found.
water, disproved the qualities of) loaned for the occasion by Dr. C. F
Newman.
'Lhe destroyers Tucker and McDougall and the Coast Guard cutter
the advertisements set forth. The French, on which posed Mrs. Bur-1
Chorus: Hervey Allen, Victor Ar- walte specialty was a number of gess transformed into a peroxide j
Mojave had also arrived.
mata, Walter Barstow, Russell Bart grace and beauty. Mias Flanagan
The Akron was 785 feet long, her eight engines had a combined horse
blonde fcr the moment, as a barelett, Burton Bickmore, Oerald Black, being prettily gowned in pale pink
back rider.
power
of 4480, and her maximum speed was 83 knots.
Lawrence Crane, Vernard Crockett, with picture hat. The harmonica
Others in line were Mrs. David
The
disaster recalled the loss of the dirigible Shenandoah in 1925, not
Edwin Edwards. Charlo® Ellis, Rich- solos were given with spirit. The
Mason of Brookline, Mass., and Mrs.
Frank TirreU’s dramatic plea
long after she had flown over Rockland.
' ard French, Everett Frohock. Stan Singing Sisters almost convinced the
Cleveland Sleeper as Hula Hula
ley Gay, William Glover, Donald audience that they were the Boswell
Frank Stewart of the Rockland High School faculty aided in the con
At intermission considerable exgirls; Harold Allen, as a typical
Contrary to a street rumor, this plant has
Goss, Frank Harding,
Edward Sisters in person. The costumes of
struction
of the Akron.
hat-seed carrying in his arms a tiny ’ citement prevailed when officers
Hellier, John Karl. Edward Ladd.; the
shoe Oirls were particularly
Shaw
and
Pray,
accompanied
by
the
live
pig;
Mrs.
R.
C.
Wentworth
as
a
not shut down. It is open for business as
NeU Little. Charles Merritt. Frederick striking_biack and white oilcloth in Salcme dancer; Harold F. Horrocks city marshal, Earle Ludwlck and Bob
Merritt. Nicholas Pelllcane. Vincent m<xteml£tlc design, with coquettish as a pugilist, boasting a realistic Webster appeared on the scene with
usual, ready to serve you to the limit of its
Pe.licane, Stank ., Quinn, Wllpas j bats. The sax quartet was most, black eye; Mr. Wentworth In white ' authority to raid the place, which
I
Salltnen, Walter S'.nples. Lee and pleasing, and the play was real old riding a tricycle; Mrs. Bernice Wol- they did. serving a warrant on L.
capacity.
Richard Thomas.
fashioned melodrama, with Miss cott impersonating the "Sat man" E. McRae. Attorney Tirrell made an
Opening Chorus.
Entire Company oinn ]ending a new idea with her and wearing clothes that closely re- J impassioned plea in Mr. McRae's beHev. Young Fella.
With the State's budget balanced ment to the constitution it will go to
The Scat Song.
Je»ta Nutt "noises." It is wagered that in the semb ed those of his honor, the Mayor halfl. and the latter was released
I ve Got a Roof Over My Head.
,
.
,
.
"on paper," but with the task of actu- I a referendum next September,
Aphrodite
Jones. future when members of that audi- i ___
Mrs. Wolcott's
father Mrs. Harold under $1000 bond. The fake raid
----------- -------_______ _______
Among measures passed by the
Tap Dagpeear Newman Maloney white ence llsten
a radio play in which Allen, with her trained dog Tommy, was carried out very cleverly, only a ally makir< expenditures conform to
I Legislature, and signed by Governor
Fit aa a_ Fiddle
‘Lotsa Pepp there are bells
“
revenue
turned
over
to
Democratic
and whistles and and finally the high lights of the pa- few being in on the secret, and for
Brann, were severe' creating vari
When the Morning Rolla Around.
..
,
....
Carl Philbrook other various noises, they will pic- rade—Albert 8. Peterson dressed as a time many of the guests thought Governor Louts J Brann and the Re- ous commissions, Including a commis
Accordlan solo—The Old Kitchen Kettle ture roguish Miss Ginn as the an Infant, nursing bottle and all. the situation rather a serious one.
publican Executive Council, Maine's sion on medical education, an art
Carl Spear
Agony quartette
| “noise maker.” The Raggedy Ann riding in a baby carriage propelled Their misgivings were dispelled, how86th Legislature stood adjourned Sat commission, a commission to study
9 Lime Street
Rockland
Tel. 360
At theCciose°of o'LoriV, Long*Day.C°hFn Dance was one of the high lights of
by his "mother." Clyde Vining.
ever, when a large placard, bearing urday.
the lobster industry and a taxation
Duet-Medley of Popular sX* O1°°m t!W entlre 5h<)W'
makeUp °f Anr*
After the guests had recovered in the words April Fool, was displayed,
The session saw history-making commission. All will be appointed by
Mr Vomica and Shirley Barbour \ ar.d Andy bringing down the house.
part from the hilarity which reigned aided by Earl Ludwick’s broad grins, legislation enacted for the State the governor, with the consent of the
Tambourine drill.
J7t>nt°u£S 1716 show rejected the splendid over the parade, this program was t The next event in line is an Easter Among some of the more outstand executive council.
] Pln,le
Entire company coaching given by Miss Adelaide presented:
J Monday ball.
The Medical Education Commission
ing actions were:
I Part II was a radio specialty, en- Cross assisted by her sister. Mrs.
Granting unlimited powers to the bill calls for the appointment of five
titled "Please Stand By," with this charlotte Jaclqson of the faculty,
TRAVEL THE WHITE LINE WAY - - governor ard council over State ex citizens to make a study, without
cast: Pa Hawly, Russell Bartlett;.
M the piano was m0Bt efficient
pay, of the question of a medical edupenditures.
Ma Hawly. Margaret Halliday: Mr Barbour expressing the affection
Bus Service To Boston
Legalization of beer of an alcoholic cation and the advisability of estabHoney Suckle. Bernadette Snow; and gratitude of the cast presented
ltshlng a medical college in Maine.
Representative Franz U. Burkett of I The matter has been uiged upon content yet to be determined.
New York and Providence
announcer, Anna Winchenbach; de- Mrs Jacltson with a gjft whlch
Three members will constitute the
Setting up a license board for regu
Portland, Speaker of the House of j Speaker Burkett by several Informal
nouncer. Helen Pletroskl.
These acknowledged in a graceful manner
—Pierce Arrow Cars—
Art Commission, which shall "act in
Representatives, is giving serious I delegations of citizens in Cumberland, lation and taxing of beer business
] features were presented:
Frank Stewart of the faculty was i consideration to entering tne 1934 York and Oxford Counties within the
Legalization of amateur sports on an advisory capacity relative to the
Waltz Specialty
Rose Flanagan and Wllpaa Salltnen , in Charge of the business end assistcreation, acquisition, construction,
part few day». 8peaker Burkett ad Sunday.
ThTsinrng Sisters.
Ch‘rl”
ed by competent committees.
Imposing a license tax on chain erection or remodeling by the State
mitted that he has been urged to seek
Mary Olnn, Nathalie Jones and Ruth
Charles Havener substituted in the
of any work of art," serving without
the Congressional seat now occupied ' stores.
THE WHITE LINE, Inc.
soft Shoe oirls, Oregory
[ front circle for Bernard Freeman
Granting municipal and superior compensation.
by Representative Carroll L. Beedy
LEWISTON
MAINE
Margayt Duoton. vioia Anderson Ruth 'on almost a moment's notice. An
A study of the lobster industry in
and that he is giving "serious con court judges the right to “split” liquor
Ward. Ruth Dondts, Luella Snow and
Low Rates To
Virginia Leach
, expression of thanks is extended to
Maine will be made by a commission
sentences.
sideration"
to
it,
but
said
he
has
re

Warren—Waldoboro—Winslow Mills—Jefferson—Coopers Mills
p“r°ePnheen,I>a^rt Wward Gordon. Sam everyone who assisted.
frained from considering future po
Abolishing the present Maine De of five.
Windsor Corner —Togus—Augusta
„
- . 8n“lL' C|eo Hooper
The school band under direction of
Under the Taxation Commission
litical prospects until the legislative velopment commission so far as ad
I Raggedy Ann Dance.
Mary Stockbridge and Mary Oay H. E. Kirkpatrick dispensed delightbill, the five members will study and
session is ended.
ministrative duties are concerned
Pby^hTh'TtnnWh!i?lgerB7^per»PrrWnteri ful muslc **fore
Sh°W
in'
Speaker Burkett has established an
Assumption by the State of up consider laws relating to taxation,
Constance Snow. Frank Harding Charles | termission.
I excellent record as Speaker of the keep of ail bridges on State highways making recommendations in thelr re
Ellix. John Mazzeo and Marlon Olnn
port to the Governor and Council for
j House judging from the comments now paid for by cities.
Z j The arrangement of the minstrels I
WIRELESS CHAT
Regulation of trucks by the Pub- I whatever legislation they deem neces
1 heard from representatives in all
E in the first part was in the tra-?
sary.
j parts of tlie State. Because of the lie Utilities Commission.
1 ditional form, the end men and front 1
It looks as though we trere to have beer. Well, folks won't ® j circle all black face, the former Knox County Amateurs Are
I attention drawn to him Inrough his
Giving bank commissioner broad ,
Economy Measures
have to work or wear clothes, and Uncle Sam is going to pass over
i conduct as Speaker, he has been sub- power in restricting the business of j
Going Strong, With Lots
» garbed in a motley array of garments
five hundred million dollars so that all we'll have to do is to guzzle
Among the so-called "economy"
: jected to political gossip in connection individual banks and reorganizing1
beer and wave a fan, and that'll be prosperity.
E, of varied and striking colors, and; of Interest
measures enacted were those reduc
, with various political offices In the those closed.
E
the
latter
trim
in
a
combination
of
Probably thr children will have to have clothing, though. We
ing salaries of State officials and em
next
primary.
It
had
been
generally
Setting up a convention for con
shall still continue to specialize in Children's and Boys' Clothing K i red and white striped trousers with Several members of the Knox Coun
ployes from 10 to 30 percent; Jurors
of all kinds.
| expected that he would continue his sideration of repeal of the 18th Fed
ty Amateur Wireless Association are
fees from $5 to $4 a day: deputy
legislative career by seeking nomina eral amendment.
awaiting results of the recent exami
sheriffs from $5 to $4.50; county at
tion and election to the State Senate
Permitting a scale down In Saving;,
torneys 10 percent and other county
nations held at the Federal building----------------------------------------------- next year.
banks deposits udder direction of the
BOYS' PANTS
...
$1.00, $lJ>0, $1 98
officials
from five percent up.
in Rockland. W1FZD says—“Can I j primaries as a candidate for the ReSpeaker Burkett is a former Union bank commissioner.
$1.50, $1.98
BOYS' LONG PANTS ......................................
The legislature itself, under the
1
take
it?
Hi!
”
j
publican
nomination
to
Congress
in
boy and son of Fred E. Burkett, who
Providing for an Insurance "holi
YOUNG MEN'S PANTS
$2.00, $2.50, $3.00
The new Club House of the K C the Plrst District says aff Augusta ' served with him during one legisla day," if necessary, and a moratorium whip of Its leadership, went without
BOYS' WOOL SWEATERS ............................ 50c, $1.00, $1.50, $1.98
OPEN FOR BUSINESS A. W. A. has been enlarged and the des”atch'
a few of the many perquisites- -such
| tlve session.
on settlement of claims and premi
MEN'S FANCY SWEATERS—bert line ever ............................ $1.98
as fountain pens—to save a few
Under
New
Management
BOYS' BLOUSES AND SHIRTS
ums during that time at the dis
59c. 69c
: plans for heating and lighting are j
thousand dollars.
MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS ..................................
cretion of the insurance commissioner.
59c, $1.00
Col. F. S. Philbrick shows us a re- j
GIVEN A CHARTER
FIRST CLASS SANITARY
Recommendations for a "cut" for
I
being
formed.
$1.00, $1.15, $1.40
Prohibiting maintaining of an em
MEN'S OVERALLS ...........................................
print of the Vicksburg Daily Citizen !
LUNCH
the members and subordinate officers
The Association “Mll-bllly" orches- published In 1863 A paragraph tells j Am"iran Legion Rifle Club of Thom ploye “black list.”
Brother, ran you spare a dime—from your beer budget? It will
HEADQUARTERS
of the Legislature were turned down
a. ton Has a Membership of 48
buy you a nice pair of stockings that will give you good service.
^rdtring an Investigation of coal
FOR ALL BASEBALL RETURNS tra is rehearsing for coming events of Grant’s attack upon that city,
as was also a proposal to eliminate
prices.
40*42
Instruction on radio-telephony is and says that “the expectations of
the fees to Supreme Court Justices
Williams-Brazler
Post
American
Modifying court injunction laws.
planned for the meeting Thursday the Yankees were not realized, by a Legion Rifle Club of Thomaston has
sitting as referees.
Suspending bear and porcupine
great deal." A few days later Vicks
An attempt to give to the com
night.
been
issued
a
charter
by
the
National
bounties and reducing bounty on
SPRUCE GUM
burg sang a different song, how
missioner of inland fisheries and game
It
is
expected
that
O.
H.
Crie
will
Rifle
Association,
according
to
an

bobcat.
The Real Northern Maine Kind.
ever.
nouncement made al the headquar
(Continued on Page Two;
give a talk to the members on the
_________________________________________________________________ mailed anywhere In the United States
Discarded printing of public laws in
purposes and requirements of the
ters of the association in Washington. newspapers and replaced with
, ** C. II. MOOR A CO., Druggists
Navy Network of amateur operators
The club has a charter membership pamphlet form for distribution when YOUR FAVORITE HOF.M
322 Main Street,
Rockland
CONFETTI PARTY
I
Of 48.
at
the
next
meeting.
Several
mem

requested.
10T&S1F
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13
If I had to live my life again I would
bers are considering going down to
The officers of the club are; Enoch
TONIGIJT
have made a rule to read home poetry
Failed
of
Passage
and
llHten to some music at least once
40 meters . Get your 40 meter coil in
M. Clark, president; Ernest Burns.
at the
a week. The loss of these tastes la a
Proposals
which
were
either
killed
loaa
of
happiness.—Charles Darwin.
J
vice
president;
Earle
D.
Rtstcen,
sec

shape, O. M. One of the survivors ot
the code test at the Federal exams
retary; Walter O. Hastings, treasurer, or died between the houses included:
AN APRIL GIRL
Lowering the legal length of lob The girl that la born on an April day
was a YL, Miss Mary Wallace of
and Orvel Williams, executive officer.
Has
a
right
to be merry, lightsome and
Stonington.
The club is one of about 2800 active sters.
gay;
Raising
the
State
debt
limit
from
And
thia
la
the
reasgn I dance and play
The members are awaiting the com
' rifle shooting clubs affiliated with the
GRAND MARCH AT 9.30
And frisk like a mote In a sunny ray—
$800,000 to $2,000,000
ing broadcasts of the Queen City
1 National Rifle Association.
Wouldn't you
Do it too
FINAL LADIES' GRACEFUL
A retail sales tax, and taxes on
Radio Club of Bangor.
If you had been born on an April day?
“Every Mile a Smile—Most Direct Route to Boston”
A
CONTEST
THURSDAY
NIGHT
tobacco,
billboards,
poll
tax
on
THE
BOY
SCOUTS
W1ELE is busy with the new ‘op"
The girl that Is born on an April day
Coaches Leave Rockland 7.30 A. M. Daily Except Sunday
40* It
j at his station—'Rock-anbye baby,”
Has also a right to cry. they say;
Stewart MacAlman has Joined women.
Arrive Boston 2.15 P. M.
And so I sometimes do give way
Lowering
of
the
Interest
charged
I etc.
Troop
2
as
a
tenderfoot.
Horace
Vi

When things get crooked or all astray—
Coaches Leave Rockland 5.00 P. M. Arrive Boston 11.30 P. M.
Wouldn't you
W1FNS agrees with Ed Wynne that
nal is being transferred to Troop 2 by small loan agencies.
Do It too
Coaches Arrive in Rockland from Boston 4.55 P. M. and 1.00 A. M
Substituting
a
modified
convention
the horse is not extinct. Did you see
from a troop, under the Bangor Coun
If you had been born on an April day?
for
the
present
primary.
'
him
behind
,the
noble
steed
“
a
la
cil District. He Is registered as a
MRS.
The girls of March love noise and fray:
Making the biennial State election And sweet as blossoms are girls of May;
Caesar” Monday afternoon?
second class Scout.
HOME-MAKER
Fare to Boston: One way $5.00. Round trip $9.00
But I belong to the time mid-way.
Watts Hall, Thomaston
Quick W1DON, what is the quesEugene Harmon passed second class conform to the date of the national And so I rejoice in a sunny spray
Fare to New York: One way $7.00. Round trip I 3.00
election.
Of smiles and tears and hap-a-day—
Its thr best place to find ' tion mark?
at the last Court of Honor. He and
Wouldn’t you
unusual bargains . . . and
Prohibiting pauperization of tem
Did any member go hunting for a
Vinton Beal passed first class signal
Do it. too
the best place to dispose pail of steam April 1st?
If
you
had
been
born on an April day?
ing and nature study on a Sunday porarily unemployed wage earners.
Grand March at 8.30
of unwanted things.
Providing
a
$2,000,000
bond
issue
Helgho!
and
hurrah!
for an April day
Tickets May Be Purchased At
More of the superfluous signals
afternoon hike. Kingsley Strout and
Music By
Its cloud, its sparkle. Its skip and stay!
later.
Calvin Beal passed second class sig with the proceeds to be used for re I mean to be happy whenever I may.
Rockland—Thorndike Hotel, Main St.,
Tel. 620
I must, for that's my way.
Kirk’s Seven Yankees
The next meeting—Thursday, April
naling and worked on tracking on the lief of "conditions threatening the And cry whenWouldn't
Thomaston—McDonald’s Drug Store,
Tel. 3
you
peace,
health
and
safety
of
in

6,
at
the
Club
House.
Do
It too
same
hike
Strout
also
passed
his
145tf
Admission 25c and 40c
WANT ADS
on an April day?
habitants" of the State. As an amend- If you had been born
73's es cul.
«
40-lt
mile hike.
—Mary Mapes Dodge.
CH

There are minstrel shows and
minstrel shows—good, bad and In
different; but It is the unanimous
G. W. PALMER & SON
C. W. PROCTOR, Prop.
opinion that the Rockland High
•*
40-42
School Minstrels Friday night at the
♦
You may depend upon It that ♦
••• he Is a good man whose Intimate ♦ high school auditorium excelled any
performance ever given here by
I. R. Cutler Is In New York in the ♦ friends are all good—Lavater.
•*
•» young amateurs. Snappy from start
Interest of Cutler's.
to finish, with pert jokes, excellent
songs and novelty features. That the
efforts of the youthful performers
were appreciated was borne out by
A N N O UN C E .1/ £ N T
the resounding applause and ringing
laughter of the audience which filled
DR. NEIL A. FOGG
every inch of seating capacity, with
extra scats In the aisles and the
hat moved his office lo
corridor occupied. The program:

BUSINESS AS USUAL

WHAT THE LEGISLATURE DID,

AND WHAT IT FAILED TO DO

Bicknell Manufacturing Co.

MAY SEEK CONGRESSIONAL SEAT

ALLEN LUNCH
AND POOL ROOM

WILLIS AYER

ROCKLAND TO BOSTON

SPANISH VILLA
RINK

“Quaker Stages”

READ
IT

MILITARY BALL

Wednesday, April 5

The Courier-Gazette

Every-Other-Day
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have put
sale of, beer, the brewers nave
pui [ day to supply the demands of the
i hundreds of men to work, and God breweries.
I may seem somewhat radical in my
' knows they need it, and are spending,
Joan Blondcll and Wallace Ford arc Letter Before Bill Passed
kA ’
"T
D
' wld wlU continue 10 spend hundreds views, but I have been around a bit
featured in “Central Park," Wednes
Urged Maine
1 o Drop nf
remodeling old plants and have read the views of the pub
of mmjons
day only. Miss Blondell takes the
and building new ones, and in pur lic generally, and know whereof 1
Out of Hypocrite Class’’
C. J. M.
chasing new equipment. This will put speak.
part of a stranded actress. "Central
Glendale, N. Y„ March 27.
more money in circulation and can
| Park" is a delightful romance of a Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I have just been reading in your not fail to make conditions better,
boy and girl, both broke, who mee,
and provide an added source ol
on a park bench. Their thrilling ad valued paper the efforts of the Maine revenue to the State and Federal gov
A/\
ventures in the big city form a giow- Legislators to pass the beer bill, and ernments.
as a native of that good old State, and
1 ing romance of modern times.
Just think what it means to the
One of the strangest and most ex a resident and taxpayer of Knox manufacturers of glass bottles, bot
citing thrillers, ‘ The Mystery of the i County for 14 years, I am naturally tle caps, barrels, kegs and crates,
Wax Museum," comes for Thursday interested In the matter.
automobile trucks, harness (for more Since 1840 this firm has falthfn’ir
Now, why in the name of all that’s i horses will be used) and added served the lamilles of Knox County
only . The story deals with a series
LADY ATTENDANT
of mysterious disappearances of both good don't they stand up like men 1 freight to railroads, express and
Day Telephone 450-781-1
living persons and human bodies and and take Maine out of the hypocrite 1 trucking companies in the transpor
BURPEE’S
the appearance of a terrifying mon class, and allow anyone who so de- j tation end. The printing of labels
ster. The plot centers about a wax sires, to buy and drink a glass ol for beer bottles is a big industry, and
ROCKLAND, ME.
museum which has on display excep wholesome pure beer, like a free and plants here are working night and
tionally life-like figures of personages independent citizen, and not as a ,
of history and notorious criminal.' criminal.
It is a well known fact that since 1
The picture is photographed entirely
in technicolor with unusual lighting the passing of the Volstead act, what
effects used to heighten the fascina is called beer, has been mode, drunk,
j tion and mystery that dominates the ' and sold all over the State. The records of the courts will attest the
production—adv.
truth of this statement. If the sale
SALAD A BROWN LABEL
y4Lb
WITH THE BOWLERS of beer brewed by scientific methods,
Makes FIVE cups lor ONE CENT
by men who know how. was legalized,
With only three weeks remaining it would do away to a great extent,
SAL AD A RED LABEL
in the Knox County League the the consumption of the vile stuff now
. . . America's Finest Tea
Wholesalers are leading by a comfort being sold—from hair tonic to wood
able margin. By losing flve points the alcohol—and furnish a big revenue to
Eagles dropped to third place The the State and Federal governments,
' Wholesalers must win 11 points in now going into the hands of the boot
their flve remaining games to insure leggers.
Just a word regarding conditions
the championship,
The present
here. Since Congress legalized the
standing is:
soaA
W L PC. PF.
Wholesalers,
84 26 .764 31548
Eagles.
74 41 643 32.691
So. Thomaston. 78 57 .577 37.621
SPECIALS APRIL 3->
Texaco,
73 52 .514 34.896
Kickapoo,
51 54 486 29.269
Burpees.
38 72 345 29,716
ft
z
WALDOBORO SCOUTS

BEER IN MAINE

PARK THEATRE

The Courier-Gazette WHAT THE LEGISLATURE DID
THHEE-TIMES-A-WEEK
__________ _ _
AND
WHAT
IT
FAILED
TO DO
He that loveth r.ot knoweth not
God; for God is love.—I John 4:8.

when Senate President Murchie of
Calais and House Speaker Burkett of
p0..t]an(j_an<j others—w-ere presented
parting gifts as the session drew to a j
Harry Yates, known to his pals
close.
as "Shine," underwent a major op
In behalf of the Senate, Senator
eration at Camden Community HosHolmes of Androscoggin presented a
pltal Sunday. The operation was
watch to President Murchie, who also
performed by Dr. Edville Abbott, hearings in their sections.
received an inscribed gavel from |
spine specialist.
However, proponents of the change Senator Vlles of Kennebec,
Miss Mabel Trask has resumed her I*
a companlon bU1
~
I suppose that a very large
"In behalf of the Senate," Holmes
iT'ffiher^eJu Mr^aMMrs which repeals regulations now in the f#id „T ay w you Mr p^m,
percentage of Rockland radio
visit with her parents, Mr. and J
statutes and authorizes the commis
fans tuned in Sunday afternoon
that you have done a wonderful job
Fred Trask. Chestnut street.
sioner to make rules and regulations a<_ the presjding officer of this body."
to hear Rev. Charles E. Cough
Herbert Alexander has returned to containing the same provisions, Respcn<iing, Murchie praised the senlin nf Detroit, whose residence
the Tilton School in Tilton, N. H„ would give him the power apparent , atcrs {Qr thelr rccord of ..efflclency I was bombed last week. His at
after spending the Easter recess with ly lost ~.hen me tuln.biu was kiUed.
tack upon the Detroit Free Press
and expedition.’'
relatives in town.
The budget, reported and adopted
was rather a dramatic one, but
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay of Lincoln.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Beverage have was in theory "balanced" with a tax only feminlne member of the Senate , the disturbance of the meeting,
moved from the Gurney rent on rate of 7'r mills for each of the next was presented
a bouquet of roses j hinted at by the preceding an
Union street to the Pendleton house two years, and scores of special re
nouncer. failed to materialize.
by Senator Viles “as a slight token of
on Pearl street.
solves for claims as well as the legis the senators’ esteem."
♦♦
Rev. T. M. Griffiths, a professor at lative "pork barrel" road resolve,
Jimmy Frew, who broadcasts
The House gave Speaker Burkett a
Colby College and a former pastor , were passed and signed.
fine pocket watch and an equally
on W.AAB at 5 p. m. every Mon
of the Chestnut street Baptist
Nevertheless how many, if any. of handsome wrist watch to its clerk.
day, Wednesday and Friday in
Church, was a recent guest of Mr. those would finally be settled was en
Harvey Pease.
the Cosmopolitan program, is a
and Mrs. Charles Cleveland, Me tirely within the province of the gov
• • • •
nephew
of Mrs.
Margaret
chanic street.
ernor and council.
T!ie long-drawn out fight over low
Sprague of this city, and has
Miss Mary Sexton left Monday
The all-embracing "flexibility" ering of the legal length of lobsters
been a frequent visitor here in
morning for a visit with friends in measure giving the executive depart went into a commission “to investi
the past.
Philadelphia.
ment control over expenditures for gate uie need of legislation relating
The friends of Robert Dexter, the nine months carries no restrictions to the lobster industi y.'
Hockey fans must have had
genial druggist in the Boynton-Mc- and enables nullification of any and
A commission of five—appointed by I their fill the past week. The
Kay Pharmacy, who has been ill for all appropriations.
the governor and council—was ne- * Canadian and American stations
• • • •
several weeks with pneumonia, were
a ted.
broadcast all of the play-off
The Governor and Council started
pleased to see him at work again
The bill came from the committee ; games.
in with the avowed purpose of put on reference which had considered a 1
Monday morning.
<•*>•**•*
Herbert Inman of Brooks is visit ting back upon the salary reduction measure— on which neither branch
An interesting feature on W'OR
bill for officials and employes the had agreed—permitting the importa
ing friends in CamCen.
Sunday nights is the weekly news
Mrs. Clarence Harmon and Miss emergency clause by simply voting to tion of nine-inch lobsters from Can
review by John B. Kennedy,
Mary C. Davis of Woodfords were make the cuts effective starting Sat- ada for sale by lobstermcn outside the
associate editor of Collier's
urciay
morning.
The
Legislature
ccnfJnes
of
calling on friends in town Sunday.
Weekly.
The regular meeting of the Ladies turned down the emergency clause.
None of the commission would re♦♦♦
This week they will open up on cejve compensation, other than exof the G AR . will be held Friday
Culllnan. the
Globe an
incurred in carrying out his
night. Semi-public supper at 6 the various departments with the
nouncer. was evidently In a frame
Highway department, the largest duties. and that expense—not to ex
o’clock.
Waldoboro Boy Scout troop had a
of mind yesterday morning to
from funds
Mrs. Alice French entertained the tending agency in the State, prob- • ce£d j^^d
record attendance last night, with 18
write spring "pomes.” Preced
1 of lbe department of sea and shore
Monday Club this week at her home ably being the first on the spot.
present Due to conflicting dates the
ing his news flashes he told
Just what department will be next fl,beries
on Sea street.
Scouts shortened their meeting to
about
lilacs
in
bud,
syringa
of the' flve members one would
Mrs. Roy Fuller will entertain the in line for consideration had not yet
make way for the Homemakers' Club
trees leaving out and gay pansies
Universlty of
ladies of the Methodist society Wed been determined, but assurance was a blologl£t
During their short session the
on
a
Newton
lawn.
He
should
given that even the most minute Maine, one a lobster fisherman favor
nesday afternoon.
Scouts organized the Silver Fox Pa
go
up
in
Northern
Maine
where
"The Call of Youth.” a three-act outgo of money would receive atten ing the present law as to legal length
trol, with William Freeman as tem
they still have 15 feet of snow.
comedy drama will be presented in tion.
of lobsters, one a lobster fisherman
porary patrol leader. The other
♦♦
The councillors receive $20 a day favoring a change in the legal length
the opera house the first of May for
members are Reginald French. Alfred
Commencing yesterday Boston
the benefit of the welfare commit and expenses while they are in session cae a whoIe£ale lobstCT dealer
EUis. Warren Vannah, Roger MiUer.
University
went
on
the
air
for
tee. Stephen Gushee is director and except during the Legislature when ether competent person. The com
Arthur HUton, Everett Welt, Walter
three times a week over station
the cast incudes Elizabeth Calder, they receive the same pay as the mission would confer with fishermen
Holmes
Keith Davis was appointed
WHDII. Noted educators will be
Zenas Melvin. Jack Stetson, Martha members of the two branches.
and dealers in Maine and other states
temporary patrol leader of the Flying
heard.
Citizens of three cities and one and the United States Depaitment of
Gross, Marion Ross, Ruth Damery.
Eagle Patrol with these members in
Elsie Hendricks. Harold Falrbrother. t0,n in Maine
vote uP°n propo- comm(Tce and ’abor- and similar
his outfit: Joel Anderson, Jr., Rich
Class 13 of Portland is expect
Katherine Calder, Etta Ingraham sa^8 lo adopt council-manager form, commissions and legislative giouns.
ard Freeman, Robert Winchenbach,
ing a big day when Odd Fellows'
and Emerson Frye. .
of government in place of their pres....
Louis Boissonneault, Bradley Davis,
ar.niverarv is celebrated April
Regular meeting of Camden Lodge. €nt sterns.
Representative Fogg of Rockland
Burton
Davis, WlUiam Mank, John
23. Tune in on WCSH at 9 a. m.
Knights of Pythias. Monday ev ning
legislature passed bills provld occupied the speaker’s chair for an
Holmes. William Lee who was under
Sundays.
Mrs. Isadore Carver who resides lng for
a change if approved by hour lari Wednesday—a signal honor
Scout age was appointed mascot.
*•*«•*•«
with her niece. Mrs. Andrew Tolman.
people in Ellsworth, Rockland, which has been bestowed upon only
The next meeting of the Scouts will
The Rhythm Kings, a well
Washington street, is 90 years of age South Portland and Washburn.
four other members the post term
be
a longer session and will be held
known local 3-piece orchestra. Is
Santa Claus Appears
, Cr. Fogg's popularity won a great
in the same place next Monday eveand until last week, enjoyed fairly
to broadcast from WLBZ tonight
It was like Christmas time in both many friends for him at the State
' ning.
good health, but she is now confined
from 8.30 to 9 p. m.
to her bed and quite ill. She was branches of the legislature Friday capitoi.
bom at North Haven and has lived
George Myerson. professional mid- [
in Camden for the past six years.
IN SPORTING CIRCLES taken on two additional prospects.1 dleweight wrestling champion of the
She is a member of the North Haven
_____
’ one cf them a southpaw, makes world, passed through the city yes- j
Baptist Church and the only survivChummy'' Gray Goes To Chummy's chances a little more dlf- terday and last night was a guest of
lng member of a family of four, her
Wilk
R
Tk
4 __ flcult, but he approaches the test the Business Men's Oym Club, where
three brothers having died several
eS
Urs
full of courage and a good arm. he gave some valuable instruction
Basketball Echoes
Everybody's pulling for you Chummy. while demonstrating with Under
years ago. She has a daughter. Mrs.
Nellie Brown of North Haven and
wood, Thompson and Menone.
FIXED FLAVOR
The Houlton High School basketThe au.Mame girls' basketball
five grandchildren.
ball team, coached by Huse Tibbetts l team contains two Knox County
MONHEGAN
of Rockport won 15 of its 18 games j j-iections. They are Blanche Henry
STAR HAM
LINCOLNVILLE
this season, scoring 603 points 0[ Thomaston and Allegra Ingerson of
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Brackett have j
against 379 for its opponents. Re- vinalhaven.
been in New Harbor, called there by
Miss Idona Cole of Hampden re- viewing the season the Houlton cor____________
the death of Mrs N. J. Hanna, mother
turned Sunday to resume her duUes respondent of the Bangor News says:
GLENCOVE
of Mrs. Brackett, who died March 26 j
as teacher In the Heal school.
th*^ may well point
after a short illness.
Misses Velma and Angelia Basford j wUh pride
hifi team.s rfC3rd fpr
Dexter Richards returned home last
Mrs. Frank Fuller and daughter
have employment in Camden, the tome of the above statements are
Tuesday
after spending several weeks
Allie
May
were
guests
of
Mrs.
For

former in a drug store and the lat- probably unequalled by any other
ter as domestic helper at Community team ln
pine Tree state. Sports rest Brazier in Rockland Wednesday. in Portland.
Douglas While is visiting his mether
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs
Hospital
followers in this section feel that
Rehearsals are going on for the lhe Hou;ton team although no.
Or5K0ry °n the blrth of a Mrs. John Fields of Port Clyde.
FOR YOUR EASTER
Mr. and Mrs. William Stanley spent
three-act play. Windy Willows, t0 , picked for any tournanlentt was
ur y'
be presented at the Orange hall p<werful as
team in the $taU
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Orennell of a lew days in Boothbay Harbor re- |
DINNER AND ENJOY
sometime in May. The play is unde.- nQl exceptin;J Wlnslow or
Camden were guests of Mrs. Helen cently.
Capt.
E.
H.
Wallace
returned
the direction of Arthur Herbert, a portland. coach Tibbetts also made Hal‘ Su"day'
professional coach and the cast the sUt€ment that he ^e^d
MUs Margaret Stevens who is hav- Thursday from East Boothbay. where ' A DE LUXE MEAL
comprises eight of the town's most this
.£ team was [he
j of
ing a vacation from Simmons Col- he had been for a few days on busi- j
--4--- ------- J---- *»-_
experienced and popular players: ,930 team who won the Eastern [ lege, visited her grandmother Mrs. 1 ness.
Mr and Mrs Ernest Wincapaw are
Mary Hall and aunt Miss Emily Hall
Cranston
Dean, WalterFrohock.1 ;jaine tllie ••
in Rockland spending a few weeks
Friday.
Frederick
Oray, Helen Young.Houlton High loses five of
its eight
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Maxey were in with their two daughters, Mrs. Fran
GertrudeKnight. George Hardy,
ie.ter men by graduation.
Augusta
Monday, guests of Mr. and cis Richardson and Thelma Herrick.
Arthur Herbert and Elsie Hardy.
• » • •
Mrs. Elinor Kincaid has returned to
The high school pupils who have ' A strange thing happened tr, Mrs. Herbert Maxey.
j her home in Portland after spending
Many here are pleased to see Rcss
been enjoying a week's vacation re- i Johnny Wilson, Bath boxer, in Port
i several weeks with Mr. and Mrs. |
turned to Belfast Monday.
, land Monday night. He heard a ref- Weymouth driving on the bus line
! Charles Dyer, Lighthouse Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Grey and , eree toll the count of ten over his Ross was a familiar figure in the
Mrs. William Woodward and Mr.,
son Norman visited Mr. and Mrs. prostrate form. In ten years of box- , street railway days, being master
and Mrs. Vinal Foss were shoppers in I
ing. covering more than 350 fights, j mechanic at the car barn for several
Fank Gray in Searsport last week.
Boothbay Harbor Saturday.
The Ladies Auxiliary met at the which carried him from his home | years,
Mrs. Douglas White (Rita Davis)
home of Mrs. A. L. Young last week, town. Canastota, N. Y.. West to Chi
will visit friends in Boothbay for a
18 members being present, and ar. cago. Cleveland. St. Louis, South to i
NORTH HOPE
few days. She has been acting as'
I
enjoyable session was held. Sand Miami. Fla, and way stations; back
-------substitute in the Library the past few '
North
to
Madison
Square
Garden,
j
The
sad
news
of
the
death
Monday
wiches. cookies, angel cake and tea
months in the absence of Pearl Davis. ' ITS MANY ECONOMICAL USES
back to the West again and finally momJDK of Mrs. Faustena (Brown)
were served by the hostess.
librarian.
•
to Bath.) Me., Johnny had never ' Meservey of Appleton, wife of Frank
Earl Fields made a trip to Booth- , AND HOW INEXPENSIVE IT IS
taken
that
ten
count.
And
then
it
Mcs"rvcy
Jr.,
and
daughter
of
MiROCKVILLE
bay Harbor last Tuesday.
just naturally happened. — Bath 1 an<^ Mrs. M. M. Brown, also of AppleMr. and Mrs L. C. Nicholson were
ton, came as a shock to the many
Brainerd Thurston, son of Mr. and Times
DEALERS everywhere
in
Friendship Friday after June,
Mrs. Clinton A. Thurston, preached !
....
friends. Although her condition had
Brackett,
who
will
spend
her
vaca

in the Rockville Baptist Church Elk worth High School had a most been critical for several days, her
have Armour’s Fixed
March 26. He chose for his subject.' successful basketball season, as lamily daily hoped for a change for tion here. She attends Oak Grove ;
Seminary,
Vassalboro.
Flavor Star Ham at at
"Youth and the Love of God," taking might be expected with Principal L the best. Tne sincere sympathy of
Harvey Cushman spent a short time '
for his text John 3:16. There was a c. Sturtevant at the helm. The list ] many friends is extended to the betractive prices. Ham
in Friendship Friday.
good attendance. Brainerd received of victories by the boys' team in-' reaved family,
Mrs.
Leslie
DavLs
and
son
Maurice
!
Mrs. Edward Ludwig and son Earl
many congratulations on his presen-, eludes two over Thomaston High—47
has never been so low
have moved back from Boothbay I
tation and manner of delivery, This j t0 17 and 23 to 20. On the other [ have returned from a motor trip to
Harbor, where they have been spend- 1
was his first sermon. He Ls a gradu- band the Thomaston girls took two Ma- achusetts where they were guests
in cost as today. Buy a
ing the winter.
ate of Rockport High School. 1931. from Ellsworth—20 to 24 and 26 of relatives for a few dd^s.
Courtland Brackett is in New Har- j
whole ham for real
1932. and is now taking an extension to 17
News was received last week of the
bor
for a few days.
1932. and s now taking an extension!
....
serious illness of Leonard Hall of
economy and, remem
Raymond Orne spent a few hours
Sheldon "Chummy" Gray leaves Charlestown, Mass. Mr. Hall was re
college course from University of
Thursday
with
his
parents
Mr.
and
Thursday for Wilkes-Barre, Penn., covering from the amputation of one
Chicago, majoring in English.
ber------- Star Ham is
where he will try out with the league leg, made necessary by an infection Mrs M. A. Orne. He is on vacation
from Kent's Hill.
the only ham with
The enlargement of the cups on team which represents that city. cf the foot. His friends wish him a
ipeedy
recovery.
The
Rockland
pitching
ace
has
been
golf-courses, so a player can get in
WHEN IN BOSTON—Vou can buy
Fixed Flavor.
of The Coprler-Oazette. with the
the hole easier, appears to be an at in training at Oliver Hamlin's camp ( Mr. and Mrs. David Mann of Owl's copies
home news, at the Old South News
tempt to put golf on a business ba. : and Ls in excellent condition. The J Head were recent Sunday guests of Agency, Washington St., next Old South |
Church; also at M. Andelman's, 284 1
—Brunswick Pilot.
'facl that Wilkes-Barre has just Mrs. Clara Hall.

CAMDEN

Continued Prom Page One)
---------------------------- --------------power to make rules and regulation,
regarding fishing and game sanctu
aries was partially blocked by failure
cf the Senate' to agree to a House
amendment which would have run in
represcntatlves on

II III III

The lowest priced fine tea
you can buy

15

23

SALADA' TEA

NATION-WIDE
COFFiE

IT

LEARN

Tremont St.

'

25

Pound

A Nelionel Seller

LA TOURAINE

34

BRAND

COFFEE

1 Lb Tin

New Low Price

NATION-WIDE
ORANGE PEKOE or FORMOSA

Teas. B H 25‘
':Lb

HERSHEVS

ARMOUR’S

SERVE

SALE

/ Everybody Like* Il

.2 HCamLb

COCOA . .
HERSHEY'S BAKING

CHOCOLATE
SPLENDID BRAND

VANILLA

1 Ounct
Ind. Wrapped
Cakti

f/adc by the
maktn ol
Thrte Crow

; Lb

17‘
15'

2 £25'

NATION-WIDE

EVAPORATED MILK

Improver a Cup ol
Coffee

QUAKER
OATS

REGULAR SIZE

Quick or Regular

PKG

5

F.nry Ou.lHy

PEANUT

23'

No
Can

11'

GEN. KNOX ERAND

BEAVER BRAND

LOBSTER

2 d,

BUTTER
23'
EDGEMONT

NATION-WIDE
NORWEGIAN

3

SARDINES

Cant

Packed in Olive Oil

25'

HONEY

GRAHAM
WAFERS
LARGE NEW
LB PKG.

A Good Trade

17'

A MAN S SMOKE

Luxury Tobacco 3 % 25'
ANGLO

ELECTRIC LUSTER
uiret No
STARCH
'Oiling
n.10'
EGGS PLENTIFUL AND CHEAP

Egg Preservative

Qt
Can

(WATERGLASS)

19«

Corned Beef
No 1 Can

\17

C

ROYAL
The Cream ol Tartar

NATION-WIDE

| TISSUE TOILET PAPER
1000 Sheet
Roll

5‘

BAKING
POWDER
1!-Ci Can

39'

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
ROCKLAND DISTRICT

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD F.VENTS
April 6—Friendship—American Legion
get-together, auspices WUllams-Brasler

April 7—(3 to 9.30) Woman's Educa
tional Club meeting at G. A R. hall.
April 7—Thomaston—Senior play, "It
Happened In Hollywood." at Watts hall.
April 8 — Llmerock Valley Pomona
meets with Megunttcook Grange.
April 9—Palm Sunday.
April 10—Shakespeare 8oclety meets
with Mrs. Edith Bird.
April 16—Easter Sunday.
April 10—Patriots Day.
April 20-21 — Camden — "Stepping
Around." presented lor hospital benefit
April 21—(3 to 9.30) Regular meeting
of Woman's Educational Club at O.A.R
hall.
April 22—State contest of harmonica
bands at Portland
April 27—Huntley-HIll Post. V.F.W.,
has housewarming In new hall
May 13—Annual meeting al Maine
State Hand Engine League In Bath.
May 28—Opening to the public of
Montpelier In Thomaston.
May 30—Memorial Day.
June 14-15—Grand Army and allied
bodies meet ln Bangor.
June 25-30- Rotary International holds
Its world convention In Boston.

(
(
I
WEATHER
Winter up this way ls prone to '
Unger ln the lap of spring, but we
have a feeling that each April shower
like those that are falling so briskly
this morning, helps to speed the old
boy's going. According to Rideout.,
general cloudiness will continue to
day. perhaps without much precipita
tion. The easterly wind will continue
with gale force, and it wiU be slightly
colder tonight. The barometer this
morning was 29.58 and falling; 8
o'clock temperature 40, yesterday
noon 45.

You have nothing on me, says Mr.' in active preparation for the State
April to Mr. March.
Contest the Harmonica Band is tc
------I meet Wednesday night after school
King Solomon's Temple C.icpter fcr rehearsal. The Special group will
meets Thursday right.
meet Thursday night at 6.45 with
------Mrs. Ruth Sanborn, Lisle street.
There will be no meeting tomor
row of the managers of the Home for
Mrs. Stella McRae and Mrs. Her
Aged Women.
man Winchenbaugh will be in charge
of circle supper at the fortnightly
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday meeting of the Auxiliary of the Sons
with Mrs. Etta Stoddard, 40 Grove cf Union Veterans tomorrow night.
street. Subject, "The Citizen of To- ! There will be rehearsal of the offlmerrow." Leader, Miss Alena Young. I cers at 3 o'clock in the afternoon to
I prepare for inspection.
A Main street cat's steady diet is
ixipcom brittle, which she likes so
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets towell that she would probably scorn | night, with circle supper and degree'
to steal a piece of chicken from the work. The birthday committee is ardinner table.
langlng an intriguing program, to in

Irving J. Oray, proprietor of the
neighborhood store on Broad street,
is making gradual gain from a severe
rheumatic attack, following an illness
of pneumonia.
The Coast Guard Cutter
made an emergency trip
Haven Sunday, bringing to
Fred Marden. who is now
Hospital for treatment.

Kickapoo
to North
this port
at Knox

An oboe has been added to the In
strumentation of the Rockland City
Band, the musician being Mr. Thorn
dike. a newcomer at Camden. The
effect, as shown in Sunday's re
hearsal, was marked.

T

The ice has nearly disappeared
from Chickawaukie Lake. The
smaller ponds, however, are still iced
over, except near the shores.

An "expression party" is to be
given at the I'Universallsit vedtry
Friday evening from 7 to 9, to be par
ticipated ln by parents, teachers and
' pupils. Pupils will express the bene
' fits derived from church school, and
Rev. George H. Welch will outline
the aims and purposes of the school, j

Lucille, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. !
Percy Pinnette (Winifred Ball) of |
Millinocket, has been awarded the1
valedictory in the graduating class
cf Millinocket High School, her aver- ,
age being 94 plus. Miss Pinnette’s i
clude members whose birthdays fall scholastic record has been outstand-1
in April, May and June. Mrs Florence i ing during her entire four years in
Havener is chairman. There will be high.
a card party at Odd Fellows hall in
the afternoon at 2.30, with Mrs. Belle | This is Emerson Week! Which
means that a countrywide obser
Lewis as hostess.
vance by students and graduates ol i
There will be a get-together of the the Emerson School of Oratory has I
third battalion, Patriarchs Militant j been made. Special articles have ap
in Rockland tomorrow night with peared in the school and alumni
I Department Commander Herman E publications, and many products of
McKinney and staff present. Can- the school are giving programs in !
, ton Molineaux of Camden will work 1 various parts of the country during '
j the P. M. degree on a class of candi- the week. Mrs. Clara Johnson of
’ dates. Supper will be served upon this city and Mrs. Adelaide Crocker
arrival of the guests The auxiliary Dart, now of Providence, graduated}
, will meet with work the same night from this school in the same class.

Mrs Hazel Atwood, local chairman
One of the first arrivals at the Ban for National Music Week, May 7-13,
University of Maine opens today gor Salmon Pool Saturday was John has appointed this committee to see
after the spring recess.
L. Thomas. While he did not eaten I that proper observance is made ln the
' the first fish this season he broke into churches and schools: First Baptist.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Powell an
the limelight when his picture was Miss Edna Gregory; Universalist, Mrs.
nounce their yitention of opening
published among a group of well Gladys Morgan; Congregational. Mrs
Community Sweet Shop Patriots
known sportsmen in the Bangor News. Faith Berry; Methodist, Mrs. Ruth
Day, April 19.
»
Koster Hoch; St. Peter's Episcopal,
There will be a meeting of the Bap- Mrs. Edna Browne; Littlefield Memo
The AUen pool and lunch room at ' tlst Missionary Society tomorrow aftrial, Mrs. L. G. Perry; schools. Mrs.
Tne Brook is open under new man j erocon in the parlors. The subject
Esther Regers. Miss Elizabeth Hagar
agement. The lunch department has will be "Shadows and Light.” At the
and Mrs. Elsa Constantine. Miss
been thoroughly renovated. The full devotional period there will be a dis
Exllia Blouin of Lewiston, State
baseball returns will be received.
cussion of the Jewish situation ln chali man, has suggested the Brahms
Germany and its relation to the anniversary as a keynote of Music
Eupt. E. L. Toner substituted as
: second coining of Christ.
Week.
leader of the Knickerbocker Class in
the place of L. A. Walker who has
Levi Keizer of Thomaston may not
Claremont Commandery, K. T. voted
been fighting a severe grippe cold last night to attend Easter services have the biggest hens in the world,
the past few days.
at the Thomaston Baptist Church, but he has a Rhode Island Red whlcn
The young people of the First Bap
tist Church extend an invitation to
all interested to an unusual treat
Friday night at 7.30 when Rev. Paul
O. Jackson will give a message on
"Why I Left the Stage." All who
have heard him will want to hear
him again.

where the sermon will be preached by
Rev. H. S. Kilborn. The usual Easiter
breakfast will be served in Temple
hall at 9 o'clock, and the Sir Knights
will leave for Thomaston at 10, ac
companied by the Rockland City
Band. In the afternoon the Rockland
City Band and Rockland School Band
will give a Joint concert in this city. i

distinguished herself last week by
leaving in the nest an egg which
measured 9x7'j inches. An attempt
was made to weigh the egg. but some
body got excited and it shared the
fate of Humpty Dumpty You know
the rest—how all the king's horses and
all the king's men could not put Mr
Keizer's egg together again.

AND SETS NEW STANDARDS OF BEAUTY.
QUALITY, CONVENIENCE AND ECONOMY
We want you to see this new Frigidaire.
With its smooth flowing lines, panelled
design and sparkling lifetime porcelain
it introduces an entirely new trend in
refrigerator style and beauty.
Never before have so many conven
iences been assembled in one refriger
ator—% more food space with no in
crease in outside dimensions—auto
matic tray releasing that causes the ice
trays to float out at the touch of a Anger
—shelves that are adjustable—a frozen
storage compartment—double Hydrator capacity—interior light—automatic
defrosting—and many other features
that save time, work and trouble.
The efficiency of Frigidaire’s famous
two-cylinder unit has been increased
twenty per cent. It uses only a small
amount of electricity—no matter how
hot the weather.
In its chromium fittings, porcelain
cabinet and powerful mechanism, the

The junior vested choir of the Uni
versalist Church, which appears the
first Sunday of each month in con
junction with the regular church
quartet, is winning deserved praise
Mrs. R. C. Wentworth as director ls
building up a splendid singing group.
The members, who in their robes pre
sent a picture in themselves, are:
Jane Welch, Ruth Pike. Muriel McPhee, Vieno Kangas. Frances Marsh.
June Miles. Patricia Allen, Mary
Cross. Annette Northgraves, Kath
erine Jordan, Marian Church, Pris
cilla and Charlotte Staples, Eleanor
Johnson, 8hirley Stanley and Louise
Waldron.

Rose Bushes and Shrubs

Annual Sale

Hardy Two Year Plants
Duoseal Packed, New England Grown
Many new kinds have been added this year that you will want
. . . for instaiu e—Talif.nian, John Russell, J. L. Mark—all for
merly told much higher.

Vigoro, the famous balanced plant food

5 pounds 50c; 10 pounds 85c

ON SALE TOMORROW

SENTER CRANE COM PANY
THE COUNTY TAXES

creased—were signed by Gov. Brann.
Knox County's tax is $48,000, com
When Emma P. Frohock passed j Resolves tor the laying of county pared with $49,000 two years ago; Lin
coln's is $34,356. compared with
quittly away Sunday night Rockland taxes tor the years 1933 and 193
calling for a decrease lr. each county $27,743; Hanccck's ls $75,913, com
lest one of its most loved figures.
There are not many left who re except one. Lincoln, which was in pared with $90,254.
member her at the age of 17 begin
ning her business career with her
father when he started the little
W. O Hewett dry goods store at the,
ccrner cf Park and Main streets. I
When the business grew and expand- !
ed until it occupied the W. O. Hewett
Co. brick block, corner of Main and
School streets, her cheery smile and
gentle helpfulness still served to
brighten the hearts of her many
friends.
When the store was sold to Senter
Crane Co. and she retired from busi-[
nets, after three-score years of faith
ful service, practically all of Rock
land had learned to love her.
Her retirement from active bu3i- '
net s did not cause her to lose her in-!
There is plenty of
l«rot in everything that pertained to
“surface interest” in
Rockland and its progress. She continu.d to take her place in the com- i
the trimming of these
munity and kept up her close contact
smart shoes. Tucks
with the Universalist Church.
—a new note—per
Her home on Park street now be
came the center to which her mail)'
forations and stitch
irierds and business associates gravi
ing are used to em
tated. The loving word and helping
hand were never lacking.
phasize the extreme
If she had lived until April 20 she
ly swagger lines.
wcu'd have been 84 years old.
Her life has been one of happinees
IN PATENT,
to herself and others. Her memory
will linger in the hearts of those she
KID, CALF
loved as one of their most cherished
possessions.
Colors:
Mrs. Frohock is survived by a sister. ;
Black,
Blue, Grey
Mrs. David Talbot; a niece, Miss;
Maude Pratt; two nephews, William
D. Talbot of Portland and Harry
Pratt of Rockland.
You’ll find all the newest colors and mod
MRS. EMMA FROHOCK

MISS FLORA M. WISE

The sudden passing of Miss Flora
M Wise Saturday brings to relatives
and friends a sense of great loss.
Miss Wise was a member of one of
Rockland's old and well known fami
lies which were active in the busi
ness ar.d social life of this city fcr
many years. With the passing of
time the immediate members of the
family have crossed the great divide
leaving a niece, Mrs. Arthur F.
Lamb; and several cousins who are
very closely associated ln ties of love
and friendship.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meet
A lifelong member of the Univer
ing Thursday night had Mrs. Emma salist Church, Miss Wise was rarely
Hall, Mrs. Elizabeth Barton and Miss absent from any of its services, and
Etta Blackington in charge of circle was active in all of its social Interests,
supper. In the patriotic program especially ln the Sunday School and
questions were answered by Mrs. Ladies Circle, serving as treasurer
Millie Thomas, and Miss Blacking- of these bodies for many years, al
ton. Mrs Nellie Higgins and Mrs. Re ways faithful in every duty they
becca , Ingraham read. Thursday entailed. Miss Wise accepted the
night roll call will be observed ■ many changes that time brought into
Members are asked to note that the her long life with a rarely optimistic
only notice they will receive will be spirit. She was ever cheerful and
through this paper. There will also of good courage, through the vicis
be Initiation of two candidates. situdes that came into her life and
Circle supper at 6 will have Mrs. Ida to her friends was ever loyal, kind
Huntley and Mrs. Adelma Mullen ln and helpful, never speaking in dis
I charge.
paragement of another, but always
quick to note the good qualities and
SPRUCE HEAD
virtues of others. Always cordial to
Philip M. York spent his 46-hour all with whom she came in contact
liberty with his parents, returning to she was beloved by many friends
Wallace Sands coast guard station who will miss her congenial com
panionship.
Saturday morning.
Enjoying life to the fullest, she
Merrill Simmons suffered an ill
turn Saturday. Dr. Lawry was called realized that strength was failing
School begins April 10, giving the and often expressed the wish that
pupils and teacher a three-weeks va- she might pass on, to be with loved
, cation.
ones on the other side. Because this
Mrs. E. V. Shea and Mrs. Raymond desire was known to her nearest
Rackliff attended the movies in Rock friends, they feel that the "Loving
land Thursday afternoon.
Father" was merciful in calling her
Mrs. Callie Morrill entertained home, without great suffering. God
several friends at lunch Saturday eve indeed ordered wisely when He
ning. Her guests were Mrs. T. L. claimed this patient, loving soul for
Maker, Mrs. Harry Allard. Mrs. Lewis His own, and when He spared her
Simmons and Miss Helen Meservey.
great pain of body and distress of
Mrs. Grace York and Mrs. Eugenie mind.
Godfrey attended the movies in Rock
The last service will be conducted
land Friday night.
at the home cf her niece. Mrs. Arthur
Mrs. Leon Compton of Rockland is Lamb. Pleasant street, Wednesday at
j virittog her aunt Mrs. L. C. Elwell 2 p. m.
E. O. M.
while Mr. Compton is on Flagg Island,
where he will lobster during the
The time may come when the
summer.
Japanese will derive less satisfaction
Miss Helen Meservey entertained from going to the wall.—Weston
Mrs. Alice Simmons and Mrs. Callie <Ore.) Leader.
'
Merrill Friday evening.
Mrs. Virginia Drinkwater has em
ployment at the home of Captain
Thresher in Rockland.
Mrs. Clarence Carr was overnight
guest of Mrs. C. E. Carr Friday re
turning to Rcjkport Saturday where
she will visit her parents Mr. and
Mrs. Roland Crockett for another
week.
•

SWAKT
C/tite/L

els—oxfords, pumps, T-straps, straps—
choose your shoes to complement your
costume.

IN MFMORIAM
In loving memory of my dear mother.
Margaret A. Ellis, who passed from thia
life April 4. 1924.
Nine years mama dear since that
sad day.
Oh I miss you so;
With only memories.
Dear memories of you.
Nellie Balano Merrill.

$250

CARD OF TIIANKS
We wish to extend our most sincere [
thanks to all those ln this town also
Rev. Mr. Timberlake of Friendship and
Evangelist Fox and wife, who so kindly
befriended us during our recent be
reavement.
William Hall. Eiwln Meservey, Mr
and Mrs Eben Davis.
South Cushing.
•

$395

$350

IM'LAIN SHOE STORE
432 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

During April Only..Bargains in

Things have changed a lot since
1928. It isn t the mergirg of business
we’re interested in now. It’s the
[ emerging—Boston Herald.

HOOVER Specials,
(PREVIOUS

MODELS

RECONSTRUCTED

AT

THE

HOOVER

FACTORY

BORN
There it a model in the Frigidaire Standard
Series priced as low as $96 plus freight—
installation and Federal tax paid.

STARR—At West Rockport March 29. to
Mr and Mrs. Elmer Starr, a daughter
GREGORY—At Olencove, March 29. to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Gregory, a son.
Ronald Robert.

DIED

Super Series Frigidaire reflects that
quality which means inbuilt depend
ability and longer life in the home.
Undoubtedly, these are the finest Frig
idaires we ever have had on our show
room floor. Stop in and see them today.

A. C. McLOON <S CO.
AT THE SIGN OF FRIGIDAIRE

THE BICKNELL
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ROCKLAND

VINALHAVEN LIGHT & POWER CO., VINALHAVEN, ME., ASSOCIATE
DEALERS

PETERSON—At Rockland. April 4. Rose
E. widow of Peter C. Peterson, aged 67
years, 3 months. 10 days. Funeral
Thursday at 2 o'clock.
FROHOCK-At Rockland. April 2. Emma
P. widow of Oliver It Frohock. aged
84 years. 11 months. 12 days. Funeral
Wednesday at 8 o’clock.
MESERVEY—At Appleton. April 3. Faus
tina O. (Brown), wile of Frank I.
Meservey, aged 17 years. 9 months. 11
days. Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock
from Baptist Church. Appleton.
[ WISE—At Rockland. April 1. Flora M
Wise, aged 84 years. Funeral Wednes
day at 2 o'clock from Arthur Lamb's
residence. 22 Pleasant street.
STANTON—At South Thomaston. April
1. Phoebe L. Stanton, aged 80 years. 10
months. 2 days. Funeral Tuesday at
2 o'clock.
STAHL—At Brockton. Mass.. March 29.
Mrs Ellis Stahl, formerly of Warren.
COATES—At Washington. D. C . March
31. Albert P. Coates, aged 38 years
Funeral Tuesday at 2 o'clock from the
home of Herbert Coates. Rockport.
BROW—At Bremen, March 29. Frank
Brow, aged 78 years.
WELLMAN—At Boston. March —. Mrs.
.
Helen M.
Wellman, formerly of
;
Bremen, aged BO years.

MODEL

ORIGINALLY *65°°

NOW ONLY

IOS

$0195
flu

cash

WITH DUST
ING TOOLS
Small Down Payment
Balance Monthly

Genuine Hoovers—at u fraction of the original cost! That's what wc are
offering for thirty days only. The price, complete with Dusting Tools, is
$4.50 less than usual. Every Hoover Special lias been completely recon
structed at the Hoover factory hy the company’s own experts. Euchhasa
new hall-hearing heating-sweeping brush, new hag, belt, cord and fur
niture guard, Guaranteed for (he same length of time as all Hoovers

—ONE FULL YEAR. Telephone, if you want one of this limited number.
ONLY GENUINE HOOVER
SPECIALS CARRY THIS

CENTR
ROWE

AINE
OMPAHY

NAME HATE-LOOK FOR IT

1
I

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

I

J
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Light

a Feather

Lights
of
o
J
NEW YORK

**

WHAT IS

WALTER
TRUMBULL

“forth
L1 thethatfirsttribute,
bite of cake brings
lives there a ]

Tlie head of a big business In New
York Is so deaf that he can hear only
cook who isn’t filled with pride?
with the aid of ear phones and one
For be the icing and filling ever so i
of those little boxes with an electric
alluring it is all a waste of ingredi- j
B E R N A R R MAC
battery, but he is oue of those for
ents and labor if the cake tails to '
FADDEN, philanthropist
tunate persons who doesn't let his
earn this compliment.
and publisher, who Is
Plant Seeds In Rows For Best Crops
affliction affect his disposition. Like
Kitchen-wise women know that |
rapidly expanding the
the late Harold MacGrath, who was
the secret of cake lightness is1
public welfare activities
The experienced and skillful gar- s purpose.
Robs for larger seeds
deaf to the same extent, this man
ot the Macfadden Foun
baking powder—not only in the
is a happy, cheerful person who dener long since discarded the old fhou!d be made deeper according to
dation which he endowed
selection of a good baking powder,
.......
, size, th? only tuie cf thumb that is
with his fortune. A
but also in the observance of two [
gets a lot out of life. Recently, he time method
of broadcast sowing ot
,,
pioneer In the penny
golden rules for Its use.
at ail practical b?ing to cover them
had an Idea. He took a vacation
meal movement for the
'seed
as
wasteful
and
Inefficient
and
(0
f.?pth of twice thelr diameter
They are. simple, yet important: |
and during it took lessons in tip read
distressed, the Founda
First, always use amount recom- I
ing. Then he came back to the of a method bound to caus? the great- jn rowing seeds that are large
tion is now concentrating
mended on your baking powder,
fice, leaving his henring apparatus
effort on the back-to-thecan. This proportion has been
lest trouble and los» of plants. Sow enough to handle easily space them
nt home, with the Idea of astonish
land movement in
worked out as the best for that'
ing all his employees. It Just hap seed in rows spaced sufficiently far a quarter of nn inch apart or even
which
Macfadden
particular baking powder. Second,
pens that one of his close assistants apart to make transplanting ea,y. aa eighth in order that they can be
has been a leading
measure carefully, for an excess of
crusader.
is so buck-toothed that he talks prac Also sow the seed thinly in the rows transplanted without destroying a
any type of baking powder gives (
undesirable results. A level tea-;
tically without any movement of his with an eye to transplanting with 1 large number of them, which always
spoon means that you must level Whafs more delicious than a featheryupper lip. and it also happened thnt . the least loss and least check in happens when seed 1s sown so thickw
—
iau
light
chocolate
cake?
And
how
easy
JESSICA DRAGONETTE
on with a anlie.
to mafcet following these directions.
this was the first employee the man growth of the young plants. If you ly the plants come up in bunches.
—NBC songbird, learns
Observing these golden rules,
ufacturer encountered. He couldn't
from an expert why new
try your hand at these cakes.
Sow all the fine seeds which need
read the man's lips, because there can take up the little plant will)
RCA Radiotron tubes are
Palermo Lemon Cake
Chocolate Layer Cake
the
most care and protection in one
slight
disturbance
to
its
root
system
was
no
lip
movement
to
read.
They
essential to true recep
(1 etff)
(3 egg ichitct)
conversed by writing on a pad. while I it will re-establish itself quicklj part of the seedbed so all may be
tion ot her lovely voice.
2 cups sifted cake flour
3 cups sifted cake flour
Orestes H. Caldwell, edi
the office boy dashed in a taxi to the I when transplanted.
cared for with one operation in the
2 teaspoons combination baking powder
2 teaspoons combination baking powder
tor and former Federal
>4 teaspoon salt
Vi cup butter or other shortening
manufacturer's home to retrieve the
The
great
advantage
cf
sowing
in
way of covering or shading. Also it
1 teaspoon grated lemon rind
radio
Commissioner,
1 cup sifted sugar
head phones.
4 tablespoons butter or oflfcer shortening
rows is that there can be no mistak- is an excellent plan to plant seeds
3/3 cup milk
shows her why.
•
•
•
1 cup sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 egg. unbeaten
3 egg whites, stiffly beaten
Willard Fairchild once had to ing weeds for the plants. Weeds' that germinate at about the same
% cup milk
81ft flour once, measure, add baking
make
an advertising layout for between the rows can be pulled as time in adjoining rows, grading
Sift flour once, measure, add baking
powder, and sift together three times
clothes made of a certain cloth de fast as they appear. The rows -.hculd acrc;s the bed in order of thelr time
Cream shortening thoroughly, add sugar powder and salt, and sift together three
HELPS FARMERS—C.
gradually, and cream together until light times. Add lemon rind to butter and
signed for such places as Palm be plainly marked, the plant labels cf germination. Most catalogues
and fluffy
Add flour, altarnately with cream thoroughly: add sugar gradually,
W Warburton, named by
Beach, Bermuda, Nassau and sunny sold chiefly by the hundred at seed will give an indication of the time of
milk, a small amount at a time. Beat and cream together until light and fluffy.
Secretary of Agriculture
California. The thing was to be stores are ideal for this purpose and germination and the seed packets
after each addition until smooth. Add Add egg and beat very thoroughly. Add
Wallace, to distribute
flour,
alternately
with
milk,
a
small
vanilla Fold In egg whites. Bake In two
based on photographs and. owing to
$90,000,000 appropriated
greased 9-lnch layer pans In moderate amount at a time. Beat after each addl>
the elements of time and expense, a stock of them should always pr contain the same information. Some
oven (375° F.» 25 to 30 minutes: or In tion until amooth. Bake In two greased
by Congress for farm aid.
greased pan. 8x1x2 Inches. In moderate 9-inch layer pans in moderate oven (375®
the photographs had to be made In kept on hand for th? purpose of 'reeds germinate in frem three to five
Spread lemon filling
oven (350® F » 1 hour Double recipe to P i 25 minutes
the vicinity of New York. In order marking plants and seed rows in pre days under favorable conditions, but
between
layers
and
lemon
frosting
on
make three 10-lnch layers. Frost with
top and sides of cake.
to give them the real atmosphere. garden.
chocolate frosting
the vast majority need a week or
MINIATURE rooms
It was decided they must be taken
For fine seed, a mere line on the more. Have screens and shades
.
I created by Eleanor Mc
cilirrey at the Net Factory by Erne” out of doors. Mr. Fairchild gath I surface of the oil Is Bn
. to protect the^seed bed as soon
Millen, New York's
VINALHAVEN
ered his models, four girls and three
foremost Interior decorator and arcniWilliams and helpers The main j
] pressing the seed into the soil, a as it is plained. This will save many
men.
and
took
them,
with
the
tects* consultant, will be shown at St.
Pupils receiving all A’s for the third tuilding is also being torn down.
clothes^ tennis rackets and golf 1 brick being an excellent tool for this plants.
Louis, Missouri, under Junior League
quarter
’s werk at Vinalhaven High
The attendance at Union Church clubs, to Atlantic City. The layout
auspices In April. The exhibit has already
School are Dorothy Asiala, Helen v.-a very large Sunday evening. The had to be made and approved around
made thousands for charity.
Erickson. Ellen Georgeson, Grac" I a ter, R?v. P. J. Clifford filled the Christmas so as to be ready for the
Robinson, Jttephir.? Sanborn. Althea pulpit and a chorus of 35 voices sang. spring exodus to the South. The
first three days produced hall and
Small. Enna Vinal. Lucile Morton. Neil Calderwcod was at the piano.
snow, driven by a howling gale.
Elsie Ho'jnquist, Jennie Tuomi. Ellen
The annual meeting of Union |
• • •
Wehlman, Harvey Telman, Ivan Church Society will be held tonight {
IO
1
3
8
9
2
4
5
7
b
The
third
day
broke bright and
V.
Nickertcn. Ber:e Clay ter, Ernestine at the vestry.
fair—with a temperature of 15 de
Carve;. Carolyn Ca’derwood. Ruth
i II
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Donavan of grees above zero. Mr. Fairchild
11
Brown.
Weymouth. Mass., are guests of her hustled his models Into the 95-deMiss Ccltste Carver, a student at parents Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Wil grees-ln the-shnde outfits, covered
13
lb
14 W 15
them with fur coats, gave them the
Bate; College, is home for the Easter liam'.
W
w
Max Conway entertained friends rackets and golf clubs, tucked them
T9 i 20
16
21
vacation.
21
Into wheel chairs with blankets
Nearly 100 men are r.ow employed at critbage recently.
W
around them and took them to the
Mrs. Ernest Arey led the Senior beach. Then he set up the cam
Zlo
2b
at the Leopold Co paving quarries.
24
25
Christian Endeavor Sunday evening. eras. unwrapped his models and. to
w
A most enjoyable evening was rprnt
Mi s Flora Nason spent the week- keep them from freezing, ran them
i 29
27
by the Bridge Eight Wednesday at
down on the sand, where they pro
end in Rcoklar.d.
the
hems
of
Mrs.
Saca
Robbins,
who
OHIO
FLOOD
—
Business
section
of
Cincinnati
inundated
oy
ETHEL BLUME featured on the entertain
ceeded to register “summer sports.”
• • A A
30
3i
was hostes: to a “Poverty Farty
Ing Barnsdall Oil programs which are water which after remaining stationary for nearly 12 hours
He says the great difficulty was to
Senior
Cabaret
Is
Sncces-ful
w
broadcast weekly over station KOIL and s'owiy receded. It was declared the crisis was past unless
The members cf the club arrived in
get
them
to
stop
shivering
long
other prominent midwest stations, shows more ams follow It is expected that soon the waters will
il bS i4
i $5
It wa; a capacity audience which enough to make a clear snapshot.
ragged clothes, the 6 o’clock supp r
3b 37 ia
what the well dressed young radio star have perceptibly fallen from the high stage of 11.6 above
was served on tin plates, and cld attnded the Senior Cabaret at Me- The coated and blanketed specta
flood staae one ot the highest marks on record.
will wear this Spring.
i MO
fashioned iron knives and forks were mc.-ial hall Friday nignt. The pro- tors on the hoard walk had a grand
41
ured. Everything suggested poverty gram was of interest from start tv' time. An artist's model has a great
life.
cently by kicking over a truck owned
WASHINGTON
NOBLEBORO
except the menu which included roast finish, as preved by the appreciative
44
45
42
Mb
• • •
and driven by Roy Light. The horse
. «
Roy H. Genthner is operating a perk, vegetables, salads, pies
applause. The one-act comedy, "All
Will
Rogers
Is
now
one
of
the
At the M. E. Church April 6 and 7 had to be shot and the truck was saw mill, recently purchased, and is cakes. A good tune was enjoy; 4 bv . cn a Summtr's Day* by members of
4b
50
most constant and accomplished air
4'3
49
will be heard two interesting speak towed to Barker's Garage. Union, for employing a crew of men and teams all.
th? senior class was of particular in- travelers In the country, but CaseyW
W
ers. both coming from the Christian repairs.
on his home lot also doing custom
53
52
The Ladies oi uie G-AJt. will hold ter st. and the several parts were un Jones tells a story about him be
51
Dr. Pierpont is confined to his home sawing.
Missionary Alliance. Mr. Jago has
fore he became a veteran of the sky
usually
well
portaryed
In
the
cast
regular
meeting
Friday
night
A
NW
done missionary work in Palestine 20 with flu.
wer? Josephine Sanborn. Althea route. It was one of the very earli
Rose, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. supper will precede the ceremonies.
55
5M
est flights Rogers took and when
Fred Ludwig is once more attending
years, while Mr. Van Dike did ten
Small.
Audrey
Ames.
Orace
Robin

A Dunbar, underwent a surgical op
Regular meeting of De Valois Com
they strapped a parachute on him
years of the same work in China. to his duties as postmaster after be
son, E^len Georgesen, Wendell be wanted to know why they al
eration recently at the home. She mand try. K T., Friday night.
These talks will be illustrated with ing confined at his home with flu
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
Cocmbs, Erdint Calderwood, Walter ways hung the ring attached to the
is
reported
to
be
doing
as
well
as
Alton
Lewis
returned
Saturday
Overloek's orchestra played ax a
14-Boy'a name
slides. Admission is free.
1-Foam from soap and 41-Unite
Lyford.
William
Clayter
and
Clyde
rip
cord
on
the
left.
Casey
Jones
from North Haven.
17-Stake in cards
42- A rodent
water
Evening Star Grange is to entertain private dance at Bucksport last Fri- j can be expected.
told him It was because the instinc
19-Residence (abbr.)
43- A bloodsucker
Walker Fiflcld cf Portland eamfr Bickford. The play was under the
6-Demande
the public with another of its famous day night. Ra’ph Davis, trombone j Harold Chapman, R FD. carrier on
efficient direction of Mrs. Everett tive gesture of g person Jumping was
21-To make lace
11- River in N. France 45- Ever (Poet.)
route
one
is
obliged
to
use
teams
in
Saturday,
called
by
the
illness
of
his
to feel for the heart, and thnt au
baked bean suppers and entertain player, was an added piece to the or
22- An atom bearing an
46- Conjunction
Libby.
12- Pronoun
the outlying districts owing to bad father H. W. Fifield.
tomatically brought the hand to the
electric charge
ments under direction of Mrs Herbert chestra
47-Tablet
13- Plural (abbr.)
Ruth
Wadsworth
was
charming
in
condition cf the roads.
Representative W. Adelbert Smith
ring.
24-Gaze
43-Head covering
15- A dance
Cunningham, at the Grange hall
26-Poison
"Don’t be silly," drawled Will
50-Perform
News has been received here of the returned Saturday from Augusta, her solo dance accompanied by Ellen
16-Consume
April 11. The supper will be at 6
PLEASANT POINT
28- Raw metal
Gccrgeson pianist and Erdine Cal Rogers. “My heart probably would
i51-Part of a horse
17- lndefinite article
after
the
clo-ing
of
the
Legislature.
death
of
Mrs.
Qiive
(Benner)
o'clock and the eptertainment at 8.
52-Greek god of love 29- Auto fuel
18Series
(abbr.)
be
In
my
throat
and.
If
I
made
an
derwood
violin,
as
were
little
Marion
Mrs Mary L. Arey entertained at
Dr J E. Tibbetts of Rockland was Stocker, wife of John Stocker of
31- Threw
54- Causes mental
and the price for both is only 25 cents.
20-Spoke
Instlnctlre gesture, the chances are
32- Powerful
Brooklyn. N. Y. Mrs. Stocker was a two tables of cards Thursday evening White and Margery Smith, dressed in I'd choke myself to death.”
irritation
22- Tave rn
George Overlock of Burket tville is in this place Monday on business.
beach pajamas of blue, in their dra
) 33-White
55- Signify
23Evenings
(Poet.)
A
large
crowd
watched
with
inter

resident
of
this
town
in
her
early
life
visiting his sister Mrs. Mary Mitchell.
Mrs. Olive Stone has returned to
34- An insect
•'
25- Propeller
est Friday the razing of the tail matic song "I don't want to play in
VERTICAL
The Ladies' Guild met with Mrs. her home here after spending the and had many relatives here.
“Fire Bird" was going pretty well
35- Female deer
26- Exercite right of
year yard." The humorous skit of
36- Very small
when Judith Anderson, the star.
1- Passed
Eva Mooers March 28 with 14 mem winter with her daughter Mrs. O. W.
cuff rage
"School Days" by the sophomore class
37-Want
2- Preposition
Joined the Manhattan fin club, for
27- Twista into an
bers present. The usual work on four Creamer in Thomaston.
38- Pat
with songs by Mary Osgood, Phyllis j which so many of us have qualified.
3- Bone of the body
unnatural
chape
articles was done, and quilting a crib
40-Yields
Miss Marion Orne left last Satur4- Brother of Jacob
29- A email Spanich
Nelson and Elsie Holmquist (as the The show closed and Miss Anderson,
43- A thoroughfare
quilt.
I
5-Reclaim
! day for Hollis, where she has employhorse
In
care
of
her
mother,
left
for
Ber

' teacher) and jokes by the pupils, wer? j
44- A rodent
6- Happiness
A horse owned by Prank Polo-.« of ] ment.
30Exict
much enjoyed. The Doll Dance by j muda to recuperate. Meanwhile,
47-Strike gently
7- Shakespearean
31Kitchen
utencil
Boston and used at the Medomak
Jean Dixon left the cast of “Danger
Capt. George Horton of Rockland
49-A measure of
character
Mrs. Hazel Dyer was excellent.
32Portion
farm which is connected with the t has been at his cottage the past week,
weight
I 8-Science
The monologue bv Miss Gwendoline | ous Corner" to go to Hollywood and
35-Rejecte
appear In a movie to he called “The
51-Mother (Short)
Medomak Camps, broke his leg re i He had as guests William Stanley and
9-Exists
39Piteh
Oreene was heard with particular in- I Kiss In the Mirror." Quite a lot of
153-Very
110-A short poem
40- Small bed
' Leslie Dow. both of Rockland.
terrst. and was exceptionally well I friends were at the station to see
--------------- F
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
Rehearsals are being held for the
done. Tap dancing by Josephine ! her off, among them Hughle O'Don
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
"Do
you
always
try
to
sec
both
sides
;
nell.
He
said.
"You
should
real

Sar.bern
and
Althea
Small
was
don;
|
Easter concert and pageant to be held
DIO R
i.c
i Inx
in the schoolhouse Easter night.
in a pleasing manner. Duets on two ! ize. Jean, that men Mary Boland of a question?"
"Always." declared Senator Sorg-1
pianos by Miss Catherine Calderwood didn't do so well as this. She had
Ernest Maloney of Port Clyae spent
only three bags and seven people." hum. "I think it best invariably to
and Neil Calderwood. were well played
Sunday with his parents.
®. 1»M. Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.
ascertain which side can command
and they received much applause
Charles Stone of Port Clyde spent
the most votes."—Washington Star, i
The
program
closed
with
singing
by
a day recently with his grandparents,
A Strange Cate
the senior class, Neil Calderwood ac
Cleveland.—Students at Case uni
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Flinton.
AGE
companist. The ushers were Richard versity would rather have their hasMiss Enid Maloney of Port Clyde
OR
Healey. Walter Staples and Ernest kelhall than eat. They recently
returned home Sunday after spending
gave up their annual All-Case din
Conway.
CRE£
a week with her grandparents. Mr.
ner and put their money Into the
j and Mrs. A. W. Maloney.
athletic department treasury for
r.Aip.EL R D O
NORTH WARREN
support of the cage squad.
Friends in this place of Louise E.
sn-XRrtU^N.c
j Bernhardt of Melrose, Mass., are
Mr. and Mrs. F O. Jameson went
much interested in the announcement
to Fairfield Wednesday to visit Mr
j of her marriage March 31 to H StanEAST UNION
and Mrs. Willis Moody.
Rotorplane Devised
1 ley Hillyer of New York. Miss BernMrs. Laura Daniels of East Union I
Dorothy
Morton and Geraldine
Without Propeller
I hardt has spent several summers with
was an overnight guest at Mabel
Gould spent the vacation week in
Berlin.
—
A
propellerless
rotoMr and Mrs. Herbert Wellington
Crawford's last week.
Gardiner, guests of Miss Morton's
plane with revolving wings has
Smith at their summer home here.
Frederick Ia-nnox was in Rockland J
been devised y Adolph Rohraunt Mrs. Fred Hahn.
Her singing over the radio has been
back, German inventor.
Wednesday.
Fifteen
members of
Pioneer
greatly enjoyed. Congratulations are
U.T'7
The plane is still in the blue
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Robinson at
Grange attended Knox Pomona in
extended the happy couple.
print stage, although some parts
tended the dance at Spruce Head
Warren Saturday. The program was
have been completed and nre un
Rev. E. H. Timberlake will hold
March 25.
muijh enjoyed. A large number was
dergoing tests at the German
services in the Pleasant Point schoolThe sympathy of friends here goes
in attendance, considering the in
Experimental
Institute
of
Aero
house next Sunday afternoon at 2
out to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Powers
nautlcs at Aldershof.
clement weather.
Can you believe your eyes?
o'clock.
The rotoplane would be capa
of Thomaston in the loss of their
Lillian, little daughter of Mr. and
The little lady springs high
ble of remaining stationary In
little daughter by drowning. Walter
Mrs. Fred Spear, who has been ill
in the air to her trapeze—
midair and revolving on its own
PORT CLYDE
was one of the boys in this place
with bronchitis, is much improved.
twenty feet with not even
axis aloft, after which It could
until he went overseas.
a running start.
Hope Brown was guest of her sis
proced
In
any
given
direction.
A
The Pine Tree 4-H Club held a
VL’ATCH any woman laying with them in woollens ... in fine
W. L. Gracie and Fred Lennox at
ter Mrs. Taylor at Glencove during
device similar to the autogiro
lightweight
weaves
that
go
com

MOitO*
’’ plans for her Spring ward
' meeting at the library March 27.
HILL
tended Pomona Grange at Warren
would permit perpendicular as
her vacation from high school.
AN IMPORTANT LETTER
robe and you'll see that she starts fortably under a coat on cool days
The county agent. Miss Clark was
.
.
.
and
that
smartly,
dispense
cent
and
descent.
Saturday.
The Community Club met with
things off with a good looking
Peggy is mailing a very im I present and the girls served sandtailored frock, after the manner with the coat when the weather
Friends
of
I.
E.
Starrett
were
Mrs.
Millie Jones and Mrs. Morton
portant letter. She says of course
of the two illustrated above. (Mc permits. Notice that this season
pained to learn of his death Friday
Wednesday afternoon and enjoyed
it is to Santa Claus and she is I wiches and hot chocolate. They
there
are
many
new
wrinkles
to
Call 7259 and 7248). Well she
asking him not to forget some 1 made plans for the hot dog sale
at the home of his daughter in
the usual social time. Refreshments
knows the value of such a frock be observed in tailored frocks . , .
QUICK RELIEF FROM SOUR
very special thing she wants for j which was held at the library Thurs
Union.
as a Spring wardrobe item . . . unusual sleeves, capes, wrap
were served, 14 being present at this
Get a close up of the “hill”
Xmas.. If you take a pencil and day. They are working for money
knows it will go to town, to the around skirts, pleats and buttons
STOMACH, HEARTBURN
from which she makes her
meeting.
are
a
few.
The
use
of
white
trim

office,
anywhere
during
daytime
join all the numbered -dots to to buy their uniforms. The next
Father—"Fancy a big boy like you
phenomenal leap! It's the
Stomach pains after eating and gas
ming is another detail of greater
hours
with
perfect
assurance.
gether, starting with dot number meeting will be on April 10. at the
being afraid to sleep in the dark."
disturbances can be stopped quickly
Teacher—"Why did Jc.hua com
springs inside the hill that
What are such frocks made of? importance than ever . . . look for
one and ending with dot number home of their leader, Mrs. Wilson
Five-Year-Old—"It's all very well with Dr. Emil's Adla Tablets. Banish
mand the sun to stand still?"
Silk sometimes . . . silks of the it on black, brown, beige, gray and’
shoot the lady upward—No
twenty-two, you will have a pic
heavy crusty rough weave types. navy frocks. (By courtesy of The
Carter, when they will hold a muffin
!or you. you've got mother to look heartburn, sour stomach. Give quick
Tommy—“I guess it didn't agree
credit due to her!
ture of what Peggy wants for
relief. C. H. Moor 4c Company. Drug
More often, though, one meets up McCall Company).
contest
after you."- Boston Transcript
with his watch."—Boston Transcript,
gists.
Xmas.
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STATE OF MAINE
WALDOBORO
PVBI.lt NOTICE
In conformity with the provisions of
law, and deeming It for the best Inter
All tchools In Uwn began Monday.
ests of the State, the Commissioner of
Inland Fisheries and Game hereby
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence T. Weston
promulgates the following rules and
regulations
were In Portland last week
RULES AND REGULATIONS
Mrs. W. O. Labe entertained the
Section 1. For a period of one year
from the 11th day of April, A D., 1933. It members ot her bridge club at her
shall be unlawful for any person to fish
for. take, catch or kill any kind of flab home on Church street Thursday eve
nt any time In the waters of Iron Pond.'
Mrs Ida C. Stahl will be
In the town of Washington. In the iling.
county of Knox.
It shall also be unlawful for any per hostess at the next meeting.
son to have In possession at any time
Mis. Willard Wallace who hat
any kind of fish taken in violation of
,
....
the provisions of these rules and regu- been spending tlie Winter with Mrs.
latlons
Section 2 Whoever violates any pro- Isidore Hoffsee, Jefferson street, re
vision of these rules and regulation*
' ,tlc
turned to her home in Bremen Fri
ahall be subject to a fine of not more
than three hundred dollars and costs or day.
Imprisonment not exceeding ninety
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Underwood
days, or both said fine and Imprison
ment.
and Dr. Minnie Nicholson of Haver
Dated at Augusta. Maine, this 23rd day
of March. A D.. 1933.
hill, Mass., were weekend guests of
GEORGE J. STOBIE, Com'r.
37-T-43 Dr. and Mrs. John B. Nicholson.
“citizens casualty company'of"
Charles Rowe has resumed his
NEW YORK
duties as agent at the Malr.c Central
103 Genesee St., Utica, New York
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
R. R. alter a vacation of several
Mortgage Loans ....................... *21.279 00
Stocks and Bonds
............. 880,531 02 , nK'nlna'
Cash In Office and Bank
213.802 23
Supt. and Mrs. A. L. Shorey and
Agents' Balances ...................
95 190 11
89i 07' Mias Elsie Maunder have returned
Bills Receivable ....................
Interest and Rents ---------95 «89 <s from * vla111,1 Surry.
All other Assets ___ _______

Mrs. Richard Elkins Is visiting
I relatives in Portland.
Admitted
................ „.......... *1.298.016 54
Jasper J. Stahl who has been spendliabilities dec. 31. 1932
ing the past two weeks with his
J5?e«n^ftiS!!S«
•fS^ia *7mathcr'
A F- «*“• returned to
All other Liabilities ...............
69.564 10; Pottstown, Ptu, Monday
Cash Capital .......................
354.688 00 J
. ,
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 230.733 57 Miss Betty Stahl was the guect Of |
Total Liabilities and Surplus *1.296.016 54 j natives in Rockland last week.
__________________________ J7-T-43! Among those who attended the
THE CALIFORNIA INSURANCE CO. OF 1
! Kaminsky violin recital in the First
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
! Baptist Church at Rockland ThursASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
Real Estate .............................. »*«? 6W w j day evening were Rev. and Mrs.
Stocks and Bonds
S oso 2<o 77 [ George Collins. Miss Oladys Bailey.
Cash In Office and Bank ..... 237.992 33 . ...
„__ . .
..
.
Agents'
Bmances ..................... 2i5.85i i/t Miss Gretchen Waltz, Mrs. John
MP
Bills Receivable
«939 62 Nicholson, Mrs. I. P. Bailey. Mrs.
Interest and Rents
All other Assets ....
12.921 oo Stella Butman, Mm. Nellie Overlock
Gross Assets ........................ *5,142.781 38 ' and John Grant.
Deduct Items not admitted
75 867 95 i
Gross Assets ........................ *1.323.223 «3
Deduct Items not admitted ...
27.207 09

Admitted ................ .............. *5.066.913
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Net Unpaid Losses _.............. *239.052
Unesrned Premiums .............. 1.77*981
Ca»htCapiu“b,:i,le' 'ZZ'-Z l ooo ooo
Surplus over aii Liabilities.. L54L922

43 I

ATLANTIC

00
79'

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Johnson were
oo dinner guests at the home of Mr. and
16 j Mrs Andrew Smith Saturday eve-

Total Liabilities and Surplus *5 066.913 43 ; nlng.
37-T-43 1

EMPIRE STATE INSURANCE COMPANY '

Watertown. New York
assets DEC 31. 1932
Stocks and Bonds ................... $2,735,731
Cash in onice and Bank .....
88.940
Agents' Balances ................... 118.413
Interest and Rents ............... 25.617

16
27
57 ,
98

™

A

recently at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Roscoe Joyce
vo «... j v/w
Mt. and Mn. Alden were dinner
guzwts at the home of Mr. and Ml3
Ernest Sprague Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Herrick

Gross Assets ........................ $2,968 702 98
Deduct items not admitted .... 142 209 94
Admitted .............................. *2 828.4^ 04 tWrT? dlnner
<* Mr
MrS
liabilities dec 31, 1932
) Leland Trask Saturday evening
Net Unpaid leases ............... *57.191 49. Mrs Sylvia Stockbridge was the
All other Liabilities ...........
557.784 57' happy recipient of a sunshine bosket,
si^:uC.*Svear .1) Liabilities i ‘ ’tmj» 72 , Presented by the Odd Fellows and Re-

-------- ■---- ' bskah lodges.
Loel Staples is home from Higgins
Inatltute for the Easter recess.
Mrs. Madeline Webel entertained
GLF.NS FALLS INDEMNITY COMPANY
Glens Falls, N. Y.
the weekly prayer meeting at the home
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
of Llewellyn Joyce. Thursday eveMortgage Loans .................... 1.167.592 is nlng the young people took charge of
st^i^Ld^B^ds
. 5 026.056 so th« meeting in a very efficient manTotal Liabilities snd Surplus (2 828,493 04
E R SEAVEY
283 Main St Rockland. Maine
:
Tel 1154
37-T-43

Cash In Office and Bank ...... 450.121 80 npr
Agents' Balances .................... 1,152.384 57
Interest and Renta .................
62.963 16
The
All other Assets ...... ................ 371.299 16 i

ladies' aid dinner at the home
_________1 of Mrs William Van Hom proved
Gross Assets ....................... $8,245,815 98 very successful Plans werp ma.de for
Deduct Items not admitted
97.581 20
y wewsut r.ans were maae ior
. --------- -— a aeries of socials to be held during
Admitted
........... ........... $8,148 234 78
liabilities DEC ji. 1932
!
summer' and committees were

Net Unpaid Losses ................ *2.888.992 19 I chosen.
AuTthc? |S““ ;.:™Li$5a.«M?i
Mlas Edna
Cash Capital ............................ 1.000.000 oo a few days in
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 600.000 00
.
.
,

-------------

Dunham recently spent
Minturn.
A chopping bee was held at the
pMtor.s

Total Liabilities and ^ujglu, 88.148.234 78 church
283 Main st Rockland. Maine
i
Tel 1154
3T-T-43 ,

-------

■

--------------------

COUNTY FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
Philadelphia. Pa.
assets dec 31. 1932
Real Estate
S34 ooo 001
Mortgage Loans ..............
8tocks and Bonds ............... 2 298 407 56 '
Cash in Office and Bank ...... 101 963 92
Agents' Balances ................ ...
45.552 55
Aether1 aLS?'" .ZZZ™ 34985 ”

fur.

nlshed Ice cream and cake which was
served at Mrs. Bessie Dunham's.
.
j,
.v
.
Milton Smith Is spending the Easter vacation with her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Alvah Smith.
The Tattlers met with Mrs. George
Withee FYiday afternoon.
Mrs. Maynard Herrick entertained

Gross Asset,
....................1X536,094 96 “ brid«': Frida>’ af'"noon
Those
Deduct items not admitted ....
93.189 58 j present were Mrs. Merrill Joyce and

Admitted
....................... .....*2.442,905
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $62,866
Unearned Premiums .............. 515.285
All other Liabilities .............. 339.000
Cash Capital ............................ 1 000 000
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 525.753

40
I
00 I
70
00
00
70

Miss

Alma Lunt.
----------------------

CUSHING

Mrs. Eben Davis was taken to Knox
40 Hospital Saturday and was operated
37-T-43 on after a b'.ood transfusion.
Her
ROCHESTER AMERICAN INSURANCE hudband is staying in Rockland for
COMPANY
a while with her.
New York. N. Y.
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
Mrs. Oakley Ames went to Hart
Stocks and Bonds ............ -..$3.431.879 40
ford,
Oonn., Friday to visit her
Cash In Office and Bank .....
62.460 00
Agents' Balances ....................
51,505 14 mother.
Interest and Rents ...............
25.635 00
A large congregation greeted Evan
Gross Assets ........................ *3.571.479 54
Deduct Items not admitted
194.246 40 gelist Fox and wife at the Eaptist
Church Sunday afternoon. Rev. Mr.
Admitted
............................ *3.377,233 14
Timberlake was called away and the
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1932
Net Unpaid Loase* ................. *97.259 00 pulpit was filled by Rev Mr Fox, who
Unearned Premiums .....
680.799 27
All other Liabilities ............... 755.500 00 also played the autoharp and tang
Cash Capital ............................ 1.000 000 00 accompanied by his wife. Many peo
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 843.674 87
ple from Friendship and other places
Total Liabilities and 8urplus (3.377.233 14
Stock and Bond values on basis ap were In town to attend the services.
proved by National Convention of In . Miss Llllah Ames and friends of
surance Commissioners
ROBERT U COI.LIN8. Agent
Rockland were at Leon Ames' Sun
375 Main Street. Rockland. Me
37-T-43 day.
Mr and Mrs. B. B. Robinson are at
MERCHANTS A FARMERS MUTUAL
FIRE INS. CO.
thelr home here after spending the
Worcester, Mass.
winter In Rockland with Mr. and Mrs.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
Mortgage Loans ..... ........... .... (38.800 00 Charles Robishaw.
Stock, and Bonds ................. 361.255 94
Cash In Office and Bank .......
36.864 79
Mr. and Mrs S. A. Miller and chil
Agents' Balances .....................
22.069 90
Interest and Rents ...............
5.788 04 dren Howard and Russell of Thomas
All other Assets .....................
481 10 ton were In town Sunday to attend
Gross Assets ........................ (4S5.259 77 church and call on her parents Mr
Deduct Items not admitted
17.231 78
and Mrs. B. S. Geyer.
Admitted
............................ (448.027 99
Miss Arietta Maloney was at home
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1932
Net Unpaid Losses ...............
(8.984 00 from Rockland Commercal College to
Unearned Premiums .............. 220.986 27 spend the weekend with her parents,
All other Liabilities ..............
25,886 84
Surplus over all Liabilities . 192,190 88 Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Maloney.

Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,442,
2.905

Total Liabilities and Surplus *448,027 99
37-T-43

Concord Underwriters Department
of
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.
Concord, New Hampshire
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
Collateral Loans ..................... *67.775 00
Stocks and Bonds ..... .......... 963.503 88
Cash In Offlce and Bank ....
61.048 42
Agents' Balances ...................
18.918 74
Interest and Rents .................
1.867 43

THE EMPLOYERS’ FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
•Stocks and Bonds .................. *4,274.464 92
Cash In Office and Bank ....... 227.928 70
Agents' Balances .................... 419.577 00
Bills Receivable ..............
1.289 73
Interest and Rents ................
31.805 71
All other Assets ......................
7,162 91

Oross Asset, ......................... (4.962.228 97
Deduct Items not admitted .... 657.168 35

Admitted ............................... *4.305.060 62
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Net Unpaid Losses .................. *281.957 26
Admitted
............................ *1.113.113 47 Unearned Premiums .............. 1,552.097 07
All other Liabilities .............. 411,258 19
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1932
Net Unpaid Losses ...............
(5.888 25 Cash Capital ............................. 1,000.000 00
Surplus
over all Liabilities .... 1,059.748 10
Unearned Premiums .............. 213.919 75
All other Liabilities ..............
5.007 06
Total
Liabilities
and Surplus *4.305 060 02
Contingency Reserve ............ 100,000 00
• The National Convention of Insur
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 788.298 41
ance Commissioners' valuations have
Total Liabilities and Surplus *1.113.113 47 been used to determine the market

Gross Assets .......................*1.113,113 47

34-T-40

value of securities.
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EXPEDITION FINDS
STONE AGE VILLAGE

Rowing

Persia Yields Two Most
Remarkable Discoveries.
Chicago.—Two chapters In the
epic of human advance over a span
of nearly four thousand years from
the remote Stone age to the mag
nificence of Cyrus the Great have
been dramatically revealed by dis
coveries of the Herslon expedition
of the Oriental Institute of the Uni
versity of Chicago, which have Just
been reported to Director James
Henry Breasted by Dr. Ernst Hera- j
feld, field director of the expedl- ,
tion.
At Persepolls, the Versailles of
ancient Persia, the Institute exjiedltlon has discovered some of the j
most magnificent sculptures ever
uncovered by archeology. Within 1
two miles of the ruins of the an
cient palaces to which Alexander .
the Great In 330 B. C„ set the torch '
during a drunken debauch, Doctor
Herzfeld has found a Stone age
village of approximately 4000 B. C.
In a state of preservation surpass- '
Ing any such discovery heretofore
made.
"The discovery at Persepolls Is
one of the greatest and most Impor
tant In the history of archeological
research." Doctor Breasted said.
“It not only far surpasses any ar
cheological disclosure ever made In
the history of such research In Per
sia. but there has never been any
dlacovery like It anywhere In weatern Asia since archeological exca
vation began there almost a cen
tury ago."
Wall Sculptures.
Doctor Herzfeld has uncovered a
series of wall sculptures which. If !
set together, would form a vast
panel of reliefs five or six feet In ]
height, and almost a thousand feet '
In length. The carvings Include a
series of historical Inscriptions of
the greatest historical Importance.
The walla of magnificent palaces
which stood on the gigantic terrace
of Persepolls, overlooking a mighty
plain encircled by mountains, were
of sun-dried brick. But the colon
naded halls, the windows, and the
great doors were done In black
stone which was polished like
ebony.
The sculptures were done here
and there In this black stone.
Those discovered by Doctor Herz
feld depict a magnificent durhar. or
conclave, of a great group of Per
sian and Median officials standing
with the brilliantly uniformed pal
ace guards of the Persian emperor j
drawn up at one side to receive ’
the ambassadors of twenty-two sub
ject nations who approach from the
other side bearing thelr tribute to
Persia.
The execution of the scenes. Doc
tor Herzfeld reports, displays unparelleled beauty and refinement of
detail.
It was the disintegration and fall
of the great mud-brick walls that
preserved the newly discovered
sculptures, and protected them
from the ravages of weather and
vandalism through the nearly two
thousand live hundred years since
they were created. The earrings
are as fresh as the day when the
sculptors' chisels touched them for
the last time. No other works of
old Persian art have ever been
found In such perfect preservation.
Stons Aga Village.
Doctor Hergfeld found the Stone
age village beneath a small mound
some three hundred by six hun
dred feet In area snd only ten or
twelve feet In height, within two
miles of the ruins of the great pal
aces.
The walls of the adobe houses
are preserved In places to a height
of six or seven feet There Is a
narrow street or alley extending
the length of the little settlement,
and a modern visitor walking along
It can look over Into the houses.
Through the doors and the earliest
known windows ever found, he can
see mural decorations of red ochre
water color still discernible on the
walla
Standing about on the floors are
household utensils of pottery, fire
places with burned clay fire-dogs
still In position, and pottery vessela still containing the remains of
food, especially the bones of prob
ably domesticated animals. In some
of the dishes lay the flint knives
with which the ancient people had
last eaten some six thousand years
ago.
"Such remains," Doctor Breast
ed said, "disclose to us the esrllest
prehistoric ancestry of the civilisa
tion which reached Its culmination
In the palaces of Persepolla The
evidences of the Intervening evolu
tion are plentifully preserved all
around Persepolls.”

Value of $2.50 Placed
on Coolidge Signature
Boston.—Calvin Coolidge's signa
ture was priced at *2.50 by auto
graph dealers.
If the autograph Is on a letter,
the value Is much higher, somewhere
between *12.50 and *25, depending
on the length and contents of the
letter, according to Charles E. I^auriat Co.
Signatures of other dead Presi
dents may he bought at these prices:
Taft. *2; Theodore Roosevelt, *5;
Wilson, *10; McKinley, 5; Harrison,
*20; Washington, *50.

No casualties have been reported
thus far n the “Buy American" cam
paign, though the other day a New
York society leader spoke so long and
so earnestly In Indorsing the move
ment that she almost missed the boat
40-T-46 for Bermuda.—Detroit News.

knives

ILLUSION:

You see knives flash from the magician's hand and
plunge into the board, framing the girl so closely
that she cannot move.

EXPLANATION:
Here is one way the blindfold hniff throw is done:
The knife thrower lets the knife go over his
shoulder into the wing'. Die knife that you see
quivering beside the girl is another knife. The
girl standing against the board presses at the right
place and a knife is sprung from behind the board
into position.
Soviet: "Mo^ic Stoffe lUo/iens ond Scintifr Dirmioni"
by Albert A. Hopkinl. Mnnn & Co.

Copyright, 1933, B. J. Reynold* Tobacco Company

It’s fun to be fooled —
...it’s more fun to KNOW
good taste, depends upon the quality of
tobaccos used.

A clever trick employed in cigarette
advertising is the illusion that manu
facturing processes account for mildness
in a cigarette.
EXPLANATION: All popular cigarettes
are made in much the same way. Ciga
rettes vary greatly in mildness because
they vary greatly in the quality of tobaccos
used. Mildness, as well as character and

It is a fact, well known

by leaf tobacco experts,
that Camels are made from
finer, MORE EXPENSIVE to

baccos than any other popu
lar brand.

This is the most important statement
ever made in a cigarette advertisement.
Weigh its words. Consider what it
means. Smoke Camels critically and
learn to appreciate what costlier
tobaccos can mean to you in mildness,
in throat-ease ... in added pleasure!
Other cigarettes, we believe, will taste
flat and insipid to you forever after.

__ JVO TRICKS
.. JUST COSTLIER
TOBACCOS
IN A MATCHLESS
TENANT'S HARBOR

BLEND

WEST ROCKPORT

Gilchrest
Monumental Works

Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
s- ARTI8TIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Cennseslen

cards. It was an enjoyable day and
Mrs. Ra.nlett's hospitality will not
soon be forgotten.
The ice has broken up in Chickawaukic Pond. The ice separated
from the shore at the head of the
pond Thursday and drifted toward
the lower end where there has been
open water for some time. Last year
it was April 7 when the Ice broke
away from the shore and in 1931. April
12.

Miss Jan? Bronkic who is in train
Theodore 8timpeon left Thursday
to Join the yacht Mandu at Nepon ing at Knox Hospital visited her home
set. Mass., on which he will be stew Wednesday.
E. H. Perry made a business trip
ard the coming season.
to
Lewiston last week.
Miss Ruth M. Clark of Rockland
Mr and Mrs. Earl Benson were
was a supper guest Tuesday of Mrs.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Ranlett
H. H. Hupper.
A boys 4-H Club is being organ Thursday.
Last Friday the V.F W. Auxiliary
ized at Port Clyde, and Martinsville
met with Mrs. John Ranlett. A quilt
boys are weloome too.
was tacked in the afternoon. After
Miss Myra Marshall of Somerville,
supper the evening was spent at Read everybody's column on page six.
Mass., was a weekend guest of Miss
L. G. Hupper.
Joseph Hooper is visiting relatives
in Rockland.
•
Miss Frances Stanley is visiting
Mrs. Nelson Gardner.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Hart ol Clark
Island were guests Thursday of Mr.
and Mrs. Farrington Hart.
Clyde M. Stanley is making an In- .
definite visit with Mr. ar.d Mrs. H.1
H. Hupper.
Mr. and Mrs. G. N. Bachelder who
have been ill with severe cold:;
■ are
able to be out.
William Harris remains ill at his
home.
Mrs. William Cook and son Sher
wood are at home having spent sev
eral week: in Waterville to be with
Mr. Cook during his recovery from
injuries received harvesting ice. Mr
Cook expects to be heme scon.
Road Commissioner A. J. Rawlcy
has been working on the Glenmerc j
road the past week.
The Ladies Circle meets with Mrs. ,
Gertrude Hupper Thursday.
W. A. Simmons is fitting his wood
with a sawing machine.
Photo Oraco Lino
Benjamin Pooley wito has been ill;
A HAT STORE GOES WALKING
with grippe is much impreved.
HE up-and-coming salesman of mala and Mexico, bring back home
Edw. Chaples has been employed ]
New York or Milwaukee or San with them large and beautifully dec
by A. H. Hunter at Elmore.
Francisco might not be inspired toorated sombreros of cloth and straw.
Miss Alvalenc Pierson who- has ; emulate the example of the merchant These Invariably are made up as sou
in sombreros. But other countries, venirs. but the inhabitants of those
been ill is much Improved. The
other ways, and the manufacturer countries wear similar hats, some
other members of the Pierson family
who takes a load of his product and what lacking in ornate adornment.
A wide brim and a high crown are
goes Into the highways and byways
have also had severe colds.
to sell It direct does the job to every Insurance aganist the rays of the
one's satisfaction in the Latin Ameri tropical sun. Except for the Indians
R'ch Suitor—"I—er—suppose jhu
of the jungles and the high moun
can republics to the south.
The wide - brimmed and h I g h - tains—and the best-dressed gentle
are aware that I've been making ad- j
crowned sombreros are commonly as men of the larger cities—sombreros
Farmer—"Hl there! What are you vances to your daughter."
sociated with Mexico alone in the are more common down there than
doing up in my cherry tree?"
Impecunious Father (extending, minds of northern residents, but they derbies arc In the United States. >
And who shall say that the som
are
worn generally throughout Cen
Youngster—“Dere’s a notice down hand)—“Yes; put it there, son. And
tral America. Voyagers on the brero salesman who carries his store
dere to keep off de grass "—Watch now what about her poor old father?"
cruises between New York and Cali with him is not efficient? He man
man-Examiner.
—London Opinion.
fornia by way of El Salvador. Guate- ages tu nil tfiim!

Vernon Tolman who has been at
Several from here attended the
Alexander Kaminsky recital Thurs Knox Hospital, returned home Sun
day evening in the First Baptist day. He spent several days after
Church, Rockland, under auspices ol leaving the hospital at the home ol
Dr. Bartlett in Rockland.
the New England Fellowship.
Carolyn Andrews has also re urned
"Uncle Jimmie" Henderson has re
turned from Boston and is living at from Knox Hospital where she was
present In Rockland Jimmie says he operated on for mastoid. She Is do
feels fine now, though he was 111 most ing very well and is able to be out
of doors.
of the winter.
There was a social and candy sale
Mrs Allen Conary is visiting friends
at the vestry Friday evening.
in Rockland for a few day?.
Mrs. Stewart Orheton entertained
Bert Orbornc Is driving a new the Tuesday Club last week. The
Chrysler car.
meeting tonight is with Mrs. Leman
The Baptist Ladles' Sewing Circle Oxton.
Is holding an a'l-day meeting today
Mrs. Ida Barrows of Rockvi le was
and will serve dinner to the men who J recently the guest of her daughter,
saw and split the church wood Mrs. Leman Oxton and attended the
Should the weather be stormy th? social.
meeting and wood sawing will be
Thomas J. Carroll and Mary O
Wednesday, or the next good day.
Kimball of Boothbay Harbor were
Mr and Mrs. Imlach entertained married last Tuesday evening at the
Oor Ain Club Friday evening at sup Moody parsonage In Rockport by
per. and the usual good time was en Rev G F. Currier.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Starr are re
joyed.
“Butch" Underwood and "Swede" ceiving congratulations on the birth
Melquist are putting In some tough of a daughter. March 29. Mrs. Starr's
training for the next boxing match sister, Mrs. Henry Kontio, is caring
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Baum of j for her.
Clark Island attended the social In
EAGLE
Odd Fellows hall last Tuesday.
John Porter and Irma Wadsworth
Tuesday the Odd Fellows and Re
spent last week at the Quinn House,
bekahs celebrated Thomas Wildey returning to Camden Friday.
night, which had been postponed on
Marian Howard who has been at
account of sickness. Those taking
her parents' home for a short stay,
part in the program were: Mrs. Nor
ma Hawkins and Mrs. Mabel Wilson j returned to North Haven last Tues
day.
in a piano duet; vccal solos. Adele | Mrs. P. L. Brown and two boys are
Hawkins, Herbert Hawkins, Albert spending the school recess of two
Slingsby and William Imlach; read weeks at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
ings, Margaret Reid. Refreshments E L. Carver. They will go to Spruce
were served and a good social time Head for a few days' visit with her
was enjoyed. Mrs. Norma Hawkins
cousin Lottie Howard.
and Fred Smalley furnished music.' Mrs. Lewis Sylvester and daughter
The committee was Fred Smalley, j
Ruby who have been at Eagle and
John Retd. Everett Torrey, Mrs. Mil Spruce Head a few days, returned to
dred Slingsby and Mrs. Norma Haw their home in Sunset on the mail
kins.
boat Friday.
E. C. Quinn who has been ill is
slightly Improved at present.

™
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JIIOSE STREET LIGHTS
Powers, this being the ninth day
WARREN
ROCKPORT
DROP IN REVENUE
from the drowning.
Advertisements ln this column not to
Company's
Attitude
Is
Explained
Re

P.
D.
SJarrett
has
had
a
Frigidaire
C.
B.
Davis
of
Vinalhaven
was
a
three lines Inserted once for 25
OF PANAMA CANAL exceed
Mrs.
O.
F.
Cushing
and
children
Mrs. Jessie Woodcock who has been
garding Situation At Boothbav coohng system installed ail his store
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
weekend
guest
of
his
brother,
J.
Carle

with Mr. and Mrs. Walter Powers Marjorie and Jean have returned
tional lines flve cents each for one time,
Harbor
by A C. McLoon «Sc Co. of Rockland,
10 cents for three times. Six words
tlnce the death of their little daugh from a visit of several weeks with ton Davis.
Waterway Tolls Smallest of make a line.
Albert E McPhail doing the work.
E. E. Thorndike spent a few days
ter. has returned to the home of her relatives in Massachusetts.
Seme misunderstanding has arisen
Any Years Since 1923.
Well worth seedng are the apple
brclhcr Leland Killeran in Cushing.
The Beta Alpha Club had the last week at his camp at Lake Meconcerning the turning off of street blossoms in Tailor Johnson's window.
William Newbert has received news largest number in its history at its guntlcook.
Balboa Heights, C. Z.—During
Mrs. H. C. Copeland who has been
ln Boothbay Harbor. An offi- He picked the twigs from the tree a
cf the birth of a daughter to his niece meeting in the vestry Monday eve
the last financial year the i’anuuia
Mrs. Newell Booth, on Dec. 30, 1932 ning. 36 being present. An excellent guest for ten days at the home of cial cf the Central Maine Power few weeks ago and placed them In a canal earned slightly over 2 per
Rev. and Mrs. Booth are missionaries j supper put everybody in good humor, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Gardner, returned Company desires to make it known jar cf water in the sun. Leaves came cent on the Invested capital of $553,out and now the blossoms are opened. (MIO.OOO, after all expenses had been R
to the Belgian Congo.
The chief business was the election Friday to Rockland.
that
the
street
lights
were
»
Mr. and Mrs J. S. MacDonald had paid. During tills period there wns
Mrs. Aletha Thompson has re- ,Of officers: President, Mrs. Ethel
william Rounds of Rockland, home turned off by order cf the selectmen
I
S. C. R I RED Chicks, high producing
as guests for the weekend Mr. and a decline of some $i.IKKJ.tXM) in tolls
strain. Btate tested and accredited for
turned heme frem a week's visit to , Newccmbe; vice president, Mrs. [rom Bowdoin College for the vacaand
not
from
any
action
taken
by
ullorum
disease. Write M M KINmid
the
net
revenue
was
$11,750,000
qea****
—
—
—
—
—
•***
Mrs. Roy Spear and family of Cape
Mrs. Clifton Morse of Port Clyde.
i Addie Jones; secretary, Mrs. Nellie j tiOn, ancj Miss Solveig Heistad. were
EY. Thomaston. Me. St. Oeorge road,
from canal operations ulone, with
POSITION as chef or order cook want
or
phone
Tenant's Harbor 56-14.
37*42
the
power
company.
Elizabeth.
Friends
will
be
interen
ed
Mrs. Charlotte Gray served lunch Orff; treasurer. Mrs. Leona Starrett; entertained at supper and bridge PriH. T. PERRY,
tin additional $12,500,000 from the ed. Best of references.
WHEN you are piannihg ro sell your
__________
***
This official stated that the com to know that Mr. and Mrs. Spear re operations of the government-owned Grace St.. City.
eon Monday afternoon in honor of work committee. Miss Myrna Cope- day evening at the home of Mr. and
and fowl, call PETER ED
WANTED to rent—Couple want small chickens
39-tf
pany was willing and anxious to cently purchased a home at Cape Panama railroads, which besides furnished
her guest, Mrs. E. F. Rochester of land, Mrs. Dorothy Hastings, Mrs. Mrs Sydney Snow.
bungalow or house. Thomas- WARDS Tel. 806-J. Rockland
! ion or Rockland. Write "NO. 13. CouBARRED ROCK baby chlx and hatchElizabeth
and
have
moved
there
from
keep
the
lights
on
pending
any
action
running
the
trans-isthmian
rail

Arlington, Vt. Other guests were Mabel Achorn: committee on sick,
Several from town attended the
1 rler-Gazette."
40-42 Ing eggs, prices to suit the times. AL--7---------- . . .- ------------ ,
BION WOTTON. Friendship. Me
26*52
Mrs. Donald George, Mrs. Ensign Otis, Mrs. Gertrude Lineken, Miss Gladys supper and masquerade ball at Sim to be taken later by the town officials. their former home in South Port road, operates a steamship line, the
GIRL wanted to do general housework
government commissaries, coaling WINDSOR HOTEL
S C. R I. RED Chicks, high producing
37-tf
Mrs. Lee Walker, Mrs. Dwight Leep Fernald. Mrs. Georgia Thorndike. onton Community hall Saturday eve Prcm experience ln mid-Western land.
State tested and accredited for
SINGLE PHASE ELECTRIC MOTOR, strain.
Mrs. Harvey Post is with her daugh-! stations, cattle industry, printing two
er, Miss Clara Spear, Miss Letitia The social hour was greatly enjoyed, ning. given under auspices of the towns, where street lights have been
disease. Write CARL O. NEL
or three horse power, wanted Im pullorum
plant, and considerable real estate
SON.
Phone
714-W. 310 Llmerock St .
turned off, there has been a big in ter Mrs. William Burgess.
mediately. Phone Rockland 532
H
Creighton.
as the committee had proyided a va 4-H Club.
40-45
In the cities of Colon and Panama. W.
&W M. LITTLE.
39-41 clty
crease
in
accidents
and
crime,
and
Miss Edna Hilt, who has spent a riety of stunts which, were a source
Franklin Farmer returned to BoothNotices have been posted by the
Canal gross revenue totaled over
ground sea shells are best
I WILL do work of any kind, lawn, forNATURAL
poultry By ton. $8 delivered. Write
few weeks' vacation at her home here, of much amusement. Those pres bay Harbor Monday after spending power companies are fully aware ol assessors for Warren taxpayers to $21,000,000, or $4,000,000 less than house anything—promptly and reason ALFRED
RAWLEY. Long Cove. Me
FRED HOWARD, 209 Main St
what may happen to a community bring in their valuation April 10, 11 the preceding year and the tolls col ably.
has returned to Warren to resume the ent were Mrs. Leona Starrett, Mrs. the weekend in town.
S. C. R I. BABY chlx from tested
Phone 144 City.___________________ 35-40
lected
were
the
lowest
since
1923,
stock.
*11
per hundred: In lots of three
care cf Mrs. Harvey Post in the home Evelyn Mills. Miss Myrna Copeland.
HOUSEWORK wanted by day or week,
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Snow enter plunged into darkness.
and 12 to the assedtors' office
or more *10 per hundred. R.
mid a decrease of $<>,000,000 from will care for children. Reasonable prices. hundred
The turning off of street lights in
W. DAVIS & SONS________________ 36*41
of her daughter Mrs. W. A. Burgess. Mrs. Myrtle Strong. Mrs. Nida Cope tained at dinner Thursday evening
Mrs. Edith Wiley returned Saiur-1 jpofi.
MRS GRACE M COLSON. 81 Cedar St
R I Red chicks from state tested, ac
39*41
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McCallum of land. Mrs. Carrie Carroll. Mrs. Nancy in honor of the birthday anniversary Eccthbav Harbor resulted from a d - day from Auburn where she was
credited. trapnested stock. *12 per 100.
The total amount of work under
Waterville who have been guests of Foster. Mrs. Emma Kalloch, Mrs. of one of the guests. Miss Coricecrcas? in appropriation allowed by overnight guest of Mr. and Mrs Fred taken by the army and navy during
, W L MERRIAM Union. Me______ IQ.ft
I 8. C. R. I. Red chicks three years state
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Walsh returned Mabel Spear. Mrs. Ruby Hall. Mrs. Thomas of Rockland. Others in the the town at its meeting on March u E. Welt. She motored through w.th tlie lust fiscal year was a record 4
’ I accredited, price according to number.
to thelr heme Wednesday.
I | Chickens are now the farmer's best bet.
Minnie Newbert. Mrs. Dora Kalloch party were Harold Leach of West At that time it was explained that ' Loring Packard. Vernon Packard and to date and was approximately tlS
> 1 Eggs for hatching. Write for prices. E.
Students who have been at home Mi£3 Helen Studley, Mrs. Addie Rockport. Dorothy Snow, Holger iates for all street lighting, and other Miss Marguerite Haskell who visited' per cent of the total amount of ma
C. TEAGUE, Warren, Me. Tel. 13-42
the past week or ten days left on Jones, Mrs. Leila Smalley, Miss Struckman and Mary Wasgatt ol uses of electricity are on file with the Mrs. Howard Glover at Hebron, rine work handled by tlie camil's
FARM for sale. 65 acres land Barn ___________________________________ 39-tf
263
BABY CHIX. Wyllle's Strain 8. C Reds.
Public Utility Commission and any daughter of Mr. Packard. Miss Flor mechanical division at ltulboa and and camp *500 V. F. STUDLEY. 30-tf
their return Sunday and Monday. Mabelle Brown. Mrs. Grace Andrews. Rockland.
One quality—the Best. *12 per hundred.
Cristobal. This w as due in a large Main St. Tel. 1080
Discount on 500 or over F H WYLL1E
To Bowdoin, Douglas Walker and Mrs. Lucille Blackington, Mrs. Vera
It is evident that a number of dog discrimination among customers is a ence Packard who is attending NasPRESSED HAY—WIU deliver In truck A- SON. Thomaston. Me.. R. 1. Phone
measure to extensive repairs and
friend Mr. Hildreth; William Man- Robinson, Mrs. Eunice Tillson. Miss owners in town are not complying violation of the Statutes governing son Institute at Springvale, spent the ; work on submarines based on tlie load lots. For prices write J. F BRY-j Warrea'i0.6
39-tf
ANT. Thorndike, Maine. Phone 4-9
nir.g. Htnry Fales. and Blanche Henry Eli2abeth Washburn. Mrs. Marie with recent instructions sent out by such matters. These rates were made Easier recess with Mrs. Glover.
38*49
Panama canal.
it
to University of Maine; Clifton Felt Singer, Mrs. Ethel Newcombe. Mrs the State Board of Health, that all uniform throughout the territory
SIX room house and barn for sale, lot
During tlie ensuing year the sum
f
Miss Esther Wiley is spending a few
of land. *900 V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main f |
served
by
the
company,
candlepcwer
of
$2,406,000
lias
been
asked
for
by
to Higgles Classical Institute.
owners
of
dogs
must
keep
thelr
ani

Amy Tripp, Mrs. Inez Libby. Mrs.
39-tf
days with her sister Mrs Ella Moore. tlie canal governor for construction St. Tel. 1080 .
Robert Davis and family of Rock Ann Day, Mrs. Nellie Orff. Mrs mals on thelr own premises during and type of light selected, being con
LEXINGTON Touring car. 1929. for
Misses Vena Young, Pearl Morine,
run 7000 miles, good condition. Come
port were visitors Sunday to Mr. and Georgie Thorndike. Mrs. Anni? the present epidemic of rabies. J sidered. From a study of electric Sv bll Hawes and Thelma Hannon of work to be carried out on tlie Canal sale,
HALF house to let at 17 Warren St.,
and
try It GEORGE L. CATE, next to
Zone, and in urging congress to ap
street
lighting
rates
recently
mad?
by
Mis. Sanford llyler, Water street.
Carleton
Davis,
local
health
officer,
State
Police Hdqrs . Thomaston.
38*40 seven rooms conveniently arranged and
Mank. Mrs. Eleanor Clark. Mrs. Mary
Union and Elizabeth Mank of Waldo prove of these measures, tlie gov
--------- —• | pleasant also two garages. Inquire 12
TRUCK WAGON, mowing machine I WARREN ST
Capt. A. J. Elliot motored to Ahern. Mrs. Estelle Newbert, Mrs. has been instructed to strictly en the Central Maine Power Company, boro visited Warren High School Pri-! ernor draws attention to the serious and
38-tf
horse rake for sale B E WHITTEN, j
“2it was found that rates in Central
Wellesley. Mass. Friday after his Mabel Achom, Mrs Doiothy Hast force the law.
Thomaston
Tel. 150-11
38-40
TENEMENTS to let *10 ,12. ,14. ,15.
situation
caused
by
tlie
depression,
day afternoon.
*20. ,25 per month. HERBERT B. BARdaughter Baibara. a student at Wel- ings. Mrs. Gertrude Lineken. Mrs.
H Heistad and son-in-law. Richard Maine territory were lower than most
PATCHWORK — Percale and print TER Call 25 or 1017-J
40-tf
Mrs. Blanche McIntyre. Mrs. Lizzie with young Americans born or clippings,
splendid variety.
Popular i
raised on tlie Canal Zone facing un bundle, postpaid
Ici’.cy College, who comes home for , Lucretia McNeil.
Tonseth have returned from a trip other sections of the country.
*1: also two lb. bundle] SEVERAL tenements to let" moderCounce. Mrs. Alzada Simmons. Mrs. employment, mid tlie reduced wage
60c. LAWSON TEXTILE CO. 9 Aster ately priced Call at C. M BLAKE WALL
ten day;' vacation.
The bodv of Henry P. Starrett, 46. to Boston. At Portland they were This official further stated that Emma Wyllle. Mrs. Lizzie Robinson
40-tf
St . Providence, R. I.
38*40 PAPER STORE. Northend.
The Bapt: t Mlrolon Circle meets | former Thomaston resident and con joined by Mrs. Tonseth and daughter electric rates in Central Maine terri and Miss Edna F. Eoggs will act as scale and low prices of materials,
WELL furnished apt. of 3 rooms with
LUMP soft coal. *7 50: screened. *9 50;
intimating Hint tlie present Is a
this Tuesday afternoon with Mrs sul general in Algeria, who died Thelma who will remain for an ex tory had teen reduced ever 27 percent hostesses at the April meeting of the most op|M>rtune time to carry out hard coal. *13 50; coke. *10 50 J B toilet, shed and piazza. 12 KNOX ST
39-tf
PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 84-2. 30-tf Tel. 156-W
in the cast flve years and over 35 per Woman's Club tonight. The program ' much needed work.
Curie Newbert, Mill River, far White March 18, will arrive in the United tended visit at the Heistad home.
LAWN ROLLER to let at very low rate.
DRY WOOD under cover, fitted. *10;
Mrs. Mildred Richards and daugh cent since 1914. whereas the cost of for the evening: Roll call. “My Fa
Ciosi work.
Junks *8
O. H. CRIE. Thomaston Called for and delivered. Heavy water
3tatcs tomorrow on the S. S. EsTel 122-2._________________________ 35-tf ballast roller Phone 791 CRIE HARD
Mr. Mitchell and family have moved cambian. Funeral services will be ter Dorothy of Lincolnville were re living is still 25 percent higher. Fur vorite Flower and Bird;" club col
40-tf
FOR SALE:—"MORE FOR LESS" Spe WARE CO . 408 Main St.
from Eunn street to the E. K. Win- held In Arlington Cemetery on that cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. C ther reductions are almost impossible lect; business; song. ‘Pines of Maine," Repair Waterworks to
cial Values for one week. Domino Fine
ATTRACTIVE six room rent, all modOranulated Sugar (4.35 per hundred j
recently renovated, central loca
Davis.
at this time due to decreased use of
chcnbach tenement. Fluker street.
Relieve Unemployment pounds. 25 lbs. si 10. 10 lbs 45c. Oranu ern.
by the octet and club; paper. "Our
tion. 17 Grove St. R. W. BICKFORD.
day. Mrs. Starrett and three chil
The body of Albert P Coates, 38. power in industry while such fixed
lated Meal *100 per bag 10 lbs 25c. Tel. 611-M
38-tf
Williams-Brazier Post, A. L. will
Columbus. Ohio.—Citing the fact Rolled Oats 8 lbs. 25c per bag *1.75. Pure
Birds." by Mrs. Ruby Kalloch; paper.
dren. William, Virginia and Richard,
FURNISHED apartment to let. all new
who died suddenly Friday at Wash ciiarges as taxes and interest, a larg ■
ir.tertaln the Kr.cx. Lincoln and
that
from
the
standpoint
of
con
20
lbs.
(1.19.
Oraharn
Flour
two
Lard
"Our Wild Flowers" by Mrs. Lina
will arrive on the same ship.
children
MINNIE O. MILES 31
bags for 25c Chick 8tarter 10 lbs 35c. No
ington,. D. C, arrived here Sunday item of expense, are as heavy as ever.
Sagadahoc
District Council at
struction costs the present time I* 25
Ocean 8t. Tel 818-W
40-42
Smith; closing song by the octet.
lbs 65c. 100 lbs with Yeast and Oil
afternoon and funeral services will be
more favorable for waterworks lm-' *2 25.
Fi lendship Thursday evening. A lob
1
apar
MORE
FOR
LESS"
20%
Dairy
The senior class netted $11 at thelr
STUDLEY. 283 Main
provement than at nny time In tlie Feed *1 18 Egg Mash with 011 *1 48— let. ,4 week. V.
held this Tuesday afternoon at 2 committee was deferred until a later
ster stew supper will be served at G
LIBERTY
35-tf
social Friday evening, and all report past 20 years. Dr. H. G. Southard, Chick Starter *1 75—8tover's Pride 20% ] St. Tel. 1080
o'clock at the residence of his par date. Following the business session
Dairy Feed all pure *1.38—all dairymen
and a short parade will follow, head
FOUR
ROOM
apartment
to let. also
ed an unusually good time.
director
of
tlie
state
department
of
feeding this feed have gained one to three room furnished apartment, both
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Coates. Mrs. Putnam delighted her guests,
ed by the Winsiow-Holbrcok Drum
of milk per day. Ask any user. heated
and
newly
finished. MRS
Elizabeth Oxton was weekend guest public health, is urging Ohio municl- two cans Oats
Mr. and Mrs. Langdon Hadley of Llmerock street. Rev. F. P. Fowle
*1.00. 41% Cotton Seed FROST Tel 318-W.
39-tf
with a reading on the Grand Canyon of her sister Mrs. Ella Golden at palities to undertake such improve Oround
Corps of Rockland. E. Vaughn
Meal >128—Quaker Poultry Litter 40c Manchester. N. H.. were recent officiating.
OFFICES to let at 69 Park St., heated
after which anagrams and conun Rockland.
Baled Shavings 40c—50% Beef Scraps and
Cleaves cf Bar Harbor, Department
ments
to
aid
In
relieving
unemploy

lighted.
,3
50
week
V.
F.
STUD

guests of Mrs. George Sprague and
— Superior Bread Flour 58c—Family
"Square Meals For Health" will be drums. the answers of which formed
39-tf
commander; Arthur L. Leech of Kenment, and to further protect their *165
Flour 49c—Pastry 43c. We Ouarantee LEY^283 Main St Tel 1080.
Knox
Pomona
met
Saturday
with
Arthur Sprague.
"MORE FOR LESS" Always. Buy your
FURNISHED apartment to let two
the subject discussed at the all-day names of the various club members
waterworks system.
r.tbunk. Department Americanization
Warren Grange, over ICO members
here at .00. STOVER'S CASH rooms and private bath. 192 LIMEROCK
I'ointing out that tlie Reconstruc gasoline
Arthur Sprague and Arthur Boyn session of the Farm Bureau Thurs were enjoyed. Tea was served by the
ST Tel 600 or 211-M____________ 39-tf
officer and Raymond E. Rendal of
GRAIN
STORES.
DISTRIBUTORS
for
being present. Dinner was served by tion Finance corporation Is ready to STOVER FEED MFO. CO On track
APARTMENT of flve rooms and bath
Alfred, will be the guest speakers. ton were business callers in Belfast day at the home of Mrs Mary Spear hostess
the host Grange. Two very fine talks loan money for self-liquidating proj 86 Park St.. Rockland. Just below
floor- at 34 Pleasant St. Inquire
• • • a
Regular meeting of Harbor Light
4rmour's. Tel 1200 _______________ 38-40 ANNE V PUNT Tel 1013-M
A11 entertainment will follow the last week.
39-tf
were given, "The Old Age Pension" by ects Doctor Southard mentions that
MORE
FOR
LESS
special
Chicken
Chapter. O.ES, will take place this
business meeting.
APARTMENT to let In Blcknen Block.
Carnival Plans Are Cndtrway
Mr. Lancaster of Newport was a
J. W. Brown of Woolwich, and “Busi such loans have already been made values tor this month: Week Old Started MRS.
B B. SMITH. Lincoln St Tel 264
Mrs. Blanchard T. Orne is visiting weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. Car evening.. As very Important business
Chicks. Rocks. Reds. Leghorns, and An- ________ ________
Rockport is to have another carni ness Conditions of the Country." by to two Ohio municipalities.
39-tf
10c each Two weeks old 12c each.
"Where bond* cannot lie Issued," conas,
her daughter Mrs. Arthur Galen rol Banks. Mrs. Lancaster is a is to be discussed it is urged that all val and regatta. This was decided at Rev Walter S. Rounds of Rcckland.
HEATED
apartments, all modern, four
Day Old Chicks *5 00 per hundred up
Apply at CAMDEN 6t ROCKmembers attend.
says Doctor Southard, “and where Small or large lots. Orders for 100 or rooms.
Euoiis in Waterville.
a meeting held last week by a group It wa; announced that Kr.ox Pomona
39-tf
teacher in the high school. Mr
shipped direct to your address by LANND WATER CO Tel 634
the interest and sinking funds there more
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Blakeley mo
Lee Walker motored to Portland Lancaster is a member of the Hig
parcel
post
prepaid
on
receipt
of
Cash
or
of Interested citizens and the date Is Inv.ted to Camden Saturday to at-1 fore cannot be obtained without etnP O order We have several thousand
tored to Portland Sunday to meet Mrs will be Aug. 10-12. It has been the
and return Monday.
K
tend Llmerock Valley Pomona at Me- liarrassmcnt to other nci-essary mu for immediate delivery dally at our ware
gins Classical faculty.
Albert
P.
Coates
who
was
accompany

I
office No line of business has
Hiram Labe and Mrs. Minnie
custom for the past eight years to guntlcook Grange.
nicipal activities, tlie financing of house
withstood the depression like the poul.
Mrs. Ida Baker left town Wednes ing the remains of her husband from
•
Beckett and son Lloyd spent Sunday
improvements
hy
'waterworks
bonds
’
try
business
Our
"Just
Right"
Chick
hold such an event for the purpose
From Brockton. Mass., comes the
A
Stsrter containing Oxide Iron. Yeast,
day for Massachusetts where she Washington. D. C.. to Rockport for
at Mr. Lube's home in Waldoboro.
of sending the senior class of RHS news of the burial Friday of Mrs should lie considered. Such bonds and Cod Liver Oil will grow them to
wiil
spend
some
time
with
relatives.
burial
ALADDIN
LAMP
PARTS
at
all
times.
broiler size In less than eight weeks and
Tomorrow is "Army Day.'' Bat
to Washington and to increase the Ellis Stahl, whose death occurred are secured against wntcr revenues Into
heavy layers at four and a half Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
and not against the tax duplicate.”
Miss Cynthia Wasgatt of Rockland,
tery F. C A.C. is putting on a milltarv
Miss Annie Vose of Belfast visited
Alumni Educational Fund which is Wednesday. Mrs Stahl was a native'
months. You can beat the depression ______________ ____________________ 39-tf
Existing
water
rates,
he
believes.
home from University of Maine, was used to assist deserving graduate* to
with poultry, on the farm or in the back
THERE WILL BE A MEETINO of the
ball ln Watts hall ln the evening.
friends in town last week.
of Warren, a daughter of Mr and In a great many instances, would lot In the city See these Chicks today j creditors
of Almorc E Spear of Warren.
a dinner guest Friday night of Mr
ln
our
Electric
Brooders.
These
Star|
Maine,
who was adjudged bankrupt
Mi:s Barbara Marden of Portland
attain
a
higher
education
Each
year
Mrs.
Palmer
Spear.
She
Is
survived
produce sufficient revenues to pay llne Electric Brooders are priced at *9 65 April I. 1933,
At the elimination speaking con and Mrs. Sydney Snow
at the Knox County Court
is guest of Mrs. John Hewett.
has found this affair a greater suc by a daughter Mrs. Ellis Snow, andI sucli loans.
each and can be kept In the parlor as House In Rockland Maine, on the 15th
test at Community hall March 31
At the annual business meeting of
far as cleanliness Is concerned. We carry day of April. 1933. at 10 A M . at which
The coast guard beat from Burnt Lena Stickney and Hazen Hannan
cess than before and it Is expected two sons, Fred and Martin Stahl.
a full line of Poultry. Dairy, and Bam time creditors may attend, prove their
the Twentieth Century Club Friday
Equipment. If you want healthy, hardy, : claims, appoint a trustee examine the
Island Station is patrolling the river were chosen to represent Liberty
that this, the eighth annual Carnival
Mystic Rebekah Lodge is invited to
strong Chicks on the "MORE FOR LESS" bankrupt and transact such other busi
a'terncon at the home of Mrs. E. B
and Regatta will exceed all previous join Warren Lodge. I.O.OF at a box Odd Request Phoned
today for the body of little Joyce High School at the four town con
Plan. Higher Quality for Less Money, ness as may properly come before said
Putnam, these officers were elected
order today STOVER'S CASH GRAIN meeting. FREMONT J C. LITTLE. Refrecords.
social Friday evening.
From France to U. S. STORES.
DISTRIBUTORS for STOVER ] eree In Bankruptcy
test to be held in May. Alternates for the ensuing year: President, Mrs
40*lt
Alton Crone has been elected gen
St. Louis, Mo.—Wliat is believed to FEED MFO CO On track 86 Park St..
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Peabody, ac
LADIES Reliable nair goods at Rockare
Marjorie
Wing
and
Charles
Maud
Walker;
vice
president.
Mrs
P'vkland
Just
below
Armours
Tel
Arcturus Tubes
Radio Repairing
eral chairman, and Miss Ruth Miller companied ty Albert Peabody and lie tlie strangest request ever made 1200.
3J-4O land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
Howes.
Marion Knowlton and Mildred Putnam; secretary. Mrs. Misolicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
as secretary. Other officers and com Mrs. Alice Ccok. motored Sunday to of an industrial organization came
[ ___________________________________ 39-tf
Waldo Cates being winners last year. netta Paul: executive committee
LEROY R. WHITTEN
over
Iraus-Atlantic
telephone
to
St.
mittees will be appointed later. Spe Bath where they visited Mr and Mrs
NOTICE—This Is to notify all that from
Graduate of National Radio Institute were given honorable mention. The Elizabeth Spear, Edith Buzzell, Nellie
Dials from Marseilles, France.
this date I shall pay no bills other than
cial features that have already teen Edwin Copeland, also Mrs. Flora Pea- [
!
those
contracted for by myself GAR
Washington, D. C.
judges were Mr. Lancaster of New- Morton; entertainment, Nellie MaThe request came from Howard
The Idea behind thia column is U NET H. THORNTON. Juda. Wisconsin.
started are the outboard motor races, body who was called there last week i Y. Bary, business manager of the
make possible the exchange of goods 01 March 28. 1933
TIIOMASTOX, ME.
TEL. 130-11 po-t, Mrs. Olin Harriman and Mrs. gune. Christine Currier. Marion Weid
39.41
in charge of Prank McDonnell, and ,; by the illness of her brother Edwin llagonbeek-Wallace circus, to Paul services between people who wish tc
"' 40 i Walter Ordway.
man. The appointment of a picnic
trade some possession of theirs for other
LAWN MOWERS sharpened. Satisfac
the lighted boat parade in which it j Copeland.
Byun, advertising manager of the goods or articles. Simply address the tion guaranteed. Called for and deliv
Classified Editor of The Courler-Oazette ered Prompt service. Phone 791. CRIE
is expected that 60 or more boats
All officers and members are re-' Shell Petroleum corporation.
charge la 25 centa for one Insertion HARDWARE CO., 408 Main St.. City.
Tlie circus man asked for as The
of three lines. 50 centa for three Inser ___________________________________ 40-tf
owned by summer residents will par quested to be present at the stated
tions. Larger ad prices on application
sistance
in
getting
20
inland
na

ticipate. Athletic events under di 1 meeting Friday evening of Ivy Chap
KEYS' KEYS! KEYS! Kevs made to
tives out of tlie Indian mountains I Pbone 770.
order
Keys made to fit locks when
rection of Huse N. Tibbetts, a gradu ter, O ES Mrs. Avis Norwood. Miss
lie is leaving for India immedi
ANYONE wanting to buy. sell or ex original keys are lost House, Office or
ate of Rfi S and now athletic coach J Hilda Aspey and Miss Evelyn Saw ately and asked that letters of In change live stock please write or phone Car. Code books provide keys for all
MOTOR SALES. Tel. 135, New locks without bother. Scissors and
at Houlton High, will also be a strong yer are members of the refreshment troduction lie sent Slieil representa LUDWIG
castle. Me
39-tf Knives sharpened Prompt service Rea
sonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO
drawing card.
tives In Calcutta nnd ItangiMin that
committee for the evening.
Boards tor a partition. I'd like some 40C Main St., Rockland. Tel. 791.
40-tf
• • • •
to build a partition. Will trade
Department President Louise Cole would help him obtain co-operation boards
for an awning or truck cover. Write
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at ah tlmaa
from
government
officials
in
taking
All Ready For Washington
ROCKLAND AWNING CO.. 15 Willow Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO
will visit the Sons of Union Veterans
St., City.__________________________ 14*16
tlie natives out of the country.
26-tf
The-17 members of the senior class, Auxiliary at the next regular meeting
I win exchange a Rudd Instantaneous
April
11.
Oss Hot Water Heater, size 4. stvle F
RHS, chaperoned by Mrs. Dora
QUART
good as new. for a quantity of wood or
Packard, leave Friday morning on
A Puzzle-Tea, the proceeds to bene
FOR
coal, for trucking service or cash
Heater good as new. Apply Nell S Perry.
City
Man
Termed
their trip to Washington. They are fit the tonsil, adenoid and dental clin
JAR
THE COURIER-OAZETTE Office, Cl'.;.
___________________________________14*16
Louise Morong. Marion Poland. Thel ics, will be held Thursday afternoon
Best “Easy Mark”
Oliver Typewriter, fair condition Will
ma Lane. Augusta Noyes, Mary Vea- from 2 to 5 at the home of Mrs. Al
Detroit.—Tlie city dweller falls
exenange right. P. O BOX 441. City
the hardest In tlie modernized
zie, Cora Whitney, Olive Lowell. Clara zada Simmons, Mrs. Ruth Philbrook
14*16
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
version of tlie old "get-rlchWE WILL trade, at bargain price, a
Clough, Solveig Heistad, Clarence as assisting hostess. All are Invited.
STEAMBOAT CO.
new
Addressograph
complete,
standard
quiik” schemes, Fred O. Dewey,
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Collamore, Franklin Clough. Lawrence Jig-saw puzzles will feature the en
FI Addressograph No. 32382 for M pistes
Steamer
leaves Swan s Island at 5 30
counsel for tlie Better Business
foot power selector to work with dupli A. M , 8tonlngton
ONE POUND JAR
CUT GREEN OR WAX
GOLDEN BANTAM
6 25, North Haven 735.
Snow, Alden Dow. Ernest Whitney, tertainment.
cator, flat envelope plate No 2 less regu
bureau, stnted in discussing end
Vinalhaven
815. due to arrive at Rock
lar envelope plate; 50 sets B plain tabs:
| Large
George Hall. Edwin Annie, Harriet
Mrs. Martha Kalloch was overnight
Large
Ies chain selling.
one Ol Oraphotype No. 10064 for M plates land about 9.3O.
Return—Leaves Rockland at lid ?. M..
V Cans
Cans
Cavanaugh.
No 10 type. 44 cap carriage for style M ■ Vinalhaven
guest Saturday of Mrs. R. E. Cutting j
Detroit is reported to be
North Tr'rfvi
Haven "3 30 Stonplates, complete with metal stand’copy 1 ’nnon’^^2 45, d"ne"t"n
Lester
Starrett
of
Flushing,
N.
Y
.
The trip as outlined ls by rail to
headquarters for 14 separate
holder, cover and 20 extra dies and
i
~ '°.arrlve at Swan s
Island about 6 00 P. M
8 Oz
punches:
30
model
B
drawers;
10,000
chains, which give buyers of
Boston, arriving at 2 p. m., then by and Everett Starrett of New Bedford.
B. H. 8T1N8ON.
Cans
style M blank plates, stub sec; 7.0CS I
KIPPERED
130-tf
small articles of merchandise an
style M plates, bottom sects; 7 000 style
bus to Cambridge and Brookline and Mats., who were called here by the
M blank plates, top sects ; 5 000 frames,
op|K>rtunity to earn commissions
a visit at Harvard Museum. They dtatli at Union of their father Isaac
style M. shifting; one lister; one SBC ,
on sales which they in turn can
olive green cabinet; one base. Tina
FANCY NORWEGIAN
leave Boston at 5 by boat for New Ellis Starrett, were guests of Mr. and
RKOIIKRS, FOWL. CHICK
chine Is brand new and can be bought
make by developing the chain
CAN
at one-half the actual price; and can be
ENS—DRESSED POULTRY
York, arriving next morning at 8; Mrs. Ansel Hilt.
scheme.
seen at this office any time Address 1
PURE—ALL FLAVORS
Also Hennery Eggs Wanted Now
transfer by bus to the Pennsylvania
Mrs. Ira Libby quietly observed her
N. S. Perry. COURIER-GAZETTE, Rock
"In my opinion," stated Mr.
land. Me.
24*31
Prompt returns at highest possible
R. R. station, leaving at 9 on a 89th birthday anniversary Sunday by
Dewey, "the fever for endless
*++-!-++++++>H.++++++.>4.4-:.+4-4; prices. Quotations, tags, testimoni
chain cotiiHin sch'”*’es which are
through train to Washington with a having dinner with her granddaugh
als. sent on request. Our aim ls to
gain and hold shippers’ confidence.
i
t
sweeping tills <•■ munity and
few hours stop at Philadelphia to ter Mrs. Chester Spear and family.
Established 25 years. Coops loaned
other parts of ti • country us
free.
visit places of interest. On arriving Mrs Libby is unusually smart for her
well. Involves coi. ruts which,
W. F. WYMAN & CO.
at Washington at 6.30 p. m. they will years, sews a great deal, and can read
without exception. - > far as I
4 Faneull Hall Market Boston. Mass.
be transferred to the Ebbitt Hotel without the aid of glasses.
29-tf
hare examined ti' .i, are gam
Pure
with the evening free to do as they
Mr. aad Mrs. Charles Taylor ol
bling contracts. They are ro des
LOAF, White or Yellow, lb.,
wish.
South Hope were guests Sunday af t
ignated by tlie Federal courts un
VANILLA, LEMON
der United Slates statutes, aud
The next day the sight-seeing trips ernoon of Mrs. Evelyn Vining and
have been condemned In tlie
PABST, 1-2 lb. pkg.,
begin
which
will
Include
Washington
’
s
George
Teague.
On
their
return
to
Bottle
strongest language hy our Su
Monument, Naval Academy at An- South Cope the Taylors were accompreme court."
Parcel Delivery
napolis, Congressional Library. White, panied by Mrs. Vining, who will ret Singing a Spring Song!
House, Capitol, Bureau of Engraving, main at her own home at South Hope
£ No nutter how old and batMt. Vernon and various other places ’ for several weeks.
Family Washings
tered your hat may be our efficient
of interest.
Tuesday the party
The handsome display of cups In
-to drop the cosmical constant * workmanship wiil make it look as
Called For and Delivered
leaves for New York, arriving at noon, the window of the Millsyde Lunch would knock the ,fcottom out of sp8ce » Jclean and fresh as now.
The afternoon and evening is clevot- belongs to L. A. Perrault of Lewiston.
<FELT HATS
—Sir Arthur Eddington. Aw, well, £ Cleaned and
ed to sight-seeing, also Wednesday, who is boss carder in the mill. The
leaving that night for Boston by boat; cups were won at outboard races the let It drop—and put space on a par •2* Blocked .....
Tel. 106-R
PHILIP SULIDES
and from there to Rockland by train, past few years, one of them a trophy with everything else—Thomaston
MAIN
STREET,
ROCKLAND
arriving home Thursday night.
taken at Camden last year.
Times.

In Everybody’s Column

THOMASTON

: EGGS AND CHICKS •

: LOST AND FOUND •
WANTED

R

«-

FQR SALE

TO LET

,

MISCELLANEOUS

Barter Column

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.

APRIL 3rd to April 18th

SPECIALS

DILL
PICKLES

25c
5c

JAM

2

25c

PEANUT BUTTER

BEAN SALE

CORN

25cl

10c

SARDINES

HERRING SNACKS

LIVE

2 ™s 15c
3
10c

5c

EXTRACTS

CHEESE SALE

17c
10c

ORANGE PEKOE

Light Trucking

BOSTON LIGHT

TEA lb 29c COFFEE

BUTTER

BACON

lb 19c

SUGAR

5Oci

Walter Dorgan

Every-Other-Day
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Friend of Wild Life Now

Protects Birds, Animals

OCl ETY.

Seirtep Cmsw Compang '

in addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenlnga, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.

Chapin Class holds its monthly
supper tonight at the Universalist
vestry, with Mrs. C. Alton Palmer as
chairman. Members are reminded
TELEPHONE ........................... 770 or 704
to take their dues.
_____
Mrs. J. A. Jameson gave a bridge
G.
A.
Lawrence
has returned from
tea Friday in honor of Miss Alice
a
business
trip
to
Boston.
Dennis of Freeport and New York.
There were two tables, and favors
Miss Fiora Colson is home from
were awarded to Mrs. E. J. Helller
Oak Grove Seminary, Vassalboro, for
and Mrs. E. F. Glover, with a special
the Easter recess.
favor for Miss Dennis.

Lewis Stanley and sister, Miss
Another dancing party takes place
Edith Stanley, returned to Kezari
at the Elks Home Thursday night.
Falls today after being guests cf Mr. j ;
Felice Perry observed her 12th and Mrs. A. J. Murray.
bhthday by recently entertaining a
David Smith who spent the Winter ,
group cf friends at her home on Grove
£ trect. Those present were Felice’s j in Boston was registered at The
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Perry, I Thorndike Sunday on his way to
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Louraine and *
1 Dark Harbor.
daughter Ione, Mrs. Charlotte Perry
and son Richard. Games and puzzles ' Mrs. G. A. Lawrence entertained
were enjoyed, and there was a birth- | at a bridge luncheon Friday, with
day cake. Felice received many nice J two tables.
CUts.
Miss Marian E. Starrett and Dr.
Mr.- William Dean entertained at, Ethel Crie of Thomaston, left Friday
cards Saturday evening at her home i for Philadelphia, planning to visit in
New York also before returning
on Warren street.
home.
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover went to
Miss Dorothy Howard was hostess
Portland ye: terday. Mr. Olover to
to
the Saturday Sewing Club at her
stive on the federal Jury there. They
were accompanied by Miss Alice home on Rankin street.
Dennis returning to New York after
The Moonlight Auctioneers were
three week-' visit with Mr. and Mrs
entertained Saturday evening at an
Glover.
April Fool party given by Mis. Earl
Mrs. Delhi Sifllivan of Crono has Sukeforth, Masonic street. April
first Jokes entered into every phase
been the guest of Mrs. E. S. Bird.
of .the party. Bridge prizes were
Miss Carrie Field.? was home from won by Mrs. Gladys Buzzell, Mrs.
Rollo Gard.ner and Miss Martha
Boston for the weekend.
Burkett. Lunch served at close of
In the gentlemen's contract tour play featured many delectable (?)
nament at Mrs. Alan L. Bird's card tidbits.
roems Friday evening Arthur F.
Opportunity Class holds Its April
Lamb and Harry Mayo were north
and south, with E. Stewart Orbeton meeting tomorrow night ln the First
and Harry Berman, east and west. Baptist corner building. Bring sew
There will be supervised play at tlje ing accessories and patchwork pieces
rooms Thursday afternoon and a
Ralph Wight of Boston spent the
mixed tournament Friday evening.
weekend with his parents. Mr. and
’Mr .and Mrs. William D. Talbot Mrs. Fred W. Wight, Claremont
and Mr. and Mrs. E. Murray Graham street.
of Portland; Mrs. Marian Jarvis of
Gilder sleeve, Conn., and William
Mrs. John G. Snow of Orange
Fisher or Middletown, Conn. Are in street, was hostess to the Congothe city called by the death of Mrs. Mates yesterday.
Emma Frohcck.
The Monday Contract Club met
Circle supper at Uie Congrega last evening with Mrs. O. E. Wishtional vestry tomorrow at 6.15 will man.
have Mrs. A. J. Murray as chairman.
Her committee comprises Mrs. Ken
Miss Kitty McLaughlin returns to
neth Spear. Mrs. William P. Kelley, New York today to resume her musi
Mrs. C. F. Joy. Mrs. Milton M. Grif cal activities after making an ex
fin, Mrs. H. W. Look. Mrs. Harold tended stay with her parents, Mr.
Coombs, Mrs. Charles O. Hewett. and Mrs. George McLaughlin.
Mrs. Harold Karl, Mrs. Eugene Lamb
Oliver Rollins was home from Bos
and Mr.-, Fred Black.
ton over the weekend, guest of George
The Thimble Club met last eve (Oust Phillips, Jr.
ning with Mrs. Grover C. Knight.
E. Mont Perry who has been a pa
W. T. White of New York was in tient at Knox Hospital during the
winter, is gaining rapidly, and ex
the city over the weekend.
pects to leave the institution in a
The Browne Club meets Filday few days.
evening with Mrs. Freeman F.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Sanborn cf Port
Brown.
land have been in the city, called by
Mrs. Add.e Morrill who has been the illness of Mrs. Sanborn's father,
spending the winter in Philadelphia Frank D. Haraden, whose condition is
is at the Thorndike Hotel while her causing considerable concern.
home in Rockport is being re
A. D. Bird, former Northend mer
opened.
chant, is at Knox Hospital, where h?
Commander and Mrs. C. F. Snow underwent the amputation of one of
returned Saturday from a week's his legs.

stay in Boston.

Mrs. David Johnston of Quincy,
The Diligent Dames will have a Mass., is visiting her sister Mrs. Ibra
1 o'clock luncheon Friday at the Ripley, Spruce street.
home of Mrs. Russell Bartlett at The
Mrs. W. A. Freeman is critically 11!
Highlands, with Mrs. Carl H. Sonnat her home on Camden street.
tag as assisting hostess.

Miss Grace Pinkerton of Dresden
Mrs. Fred T. Veazie was hostess to
Mills is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
the TH E. Club last evening at her
Forest Pinkerton, Simmons street.
home on Shaw avenue.
Tlie "April Fuel Party" glvet) Sat
urday night at Legion hall under the
auspices of Winslow-Holbrook Post
Auxiliary was most successful, despite
the weather. The Jollities began with
card playing, prizewinners being
Archie Bo-wley, Mr. Sickman. Mrs.
Gardner French, Mrs Bernice Jackson and Harry Thomberg. At 9
c'c'.ock dancing was instituted on the
.third floor, with music by the F.M.M.
•Trio—A. R. Marsh, violin. Mrs. Ma
rian Marsh Clarke, piano, and Levi
.Flint, drums. The music brought
commendation from everyone. The
committee in charge comprised Mrs.
' Blanch- Morton. Mrs. Margaret Margeson, Mrs. Clara Kelsey and Mrs.
Marian Waldron.

Hou) You May
Look Prettier
New. wonderful MELLO-GLO face
powder hides tiny lines and wrinkles,
ri produces the fresh, healthy bloom
of youth. No shiny noses. Stays on
• longer, prevents large pores. Spreads
smoothly without that "pasty" flaky
look. No irritation because a new
French process makes it the purest
.of all face powders. Buy MELLO-GLO
today, 50c and $1.00; tax free. Cor
ner Drug Store and all other good
stores.

Mr. and Mrs. Dana Cummings of
Brewer were in the city over the
weekend.

Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Drinkwater of
Brewer were guests the latter part of
the week of Mrs. Drinkwater's
brother, W. A. Seavey.
Mrs. Ella Robinson and daughter
Miss Leola Robinson, who have beer,
spending the winter in this city, have
returned to St. George.

Mrs. Phyllis Leach, who has been
ill has resumed her duties as teach
er in the sub-primary school, Tyler
building.

Mrs. Ibra Ripley has entered Maine
General Hospital for treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Snow entertained
at supper and bridge Saturday eve
ning and honors fell to Mrs. Lawrence
Leach, Ronald Messer, Mrs. Daniel
Paulitz, and Harold Horrocks. Other
guests were Mrs. Ronald Messer, Mrs.
Harold Horrocks, Mr. and Mrs. John
Snow, Lawrence Leach and Mr.
Paulitz. Mr. Paulitz and John Snow,
who have very recently returned from
Palm Beach, Fla., where they have
been employed at “The Breakers,”
were honor guests.

$0ill (JUhbp
at (One o’CClork WrfhwBftay
nut nf rvapprl

tn the memory of

Mrs. Emma Frohock
Mrs. Frohock, a former partner in
the W O. Hewett Co. gave a life of
service to this store.

In Canada there is an Indian
backwoodsman whose name is Grey
Owl and who at one time was a
trapper, but tlie cruelty of the trap
ping and the awful toll of wild life
that took place aroused Ids pity, and
from trapping lie became a most
valuable protector of tlie wild
things all around him. ln the wilds
of Quebec, near Lake Temiscouta,
he built himself a log cabin and in
tlie country around his lonely home
lie began to study and protect the
mammals and birds. His home be
came a regular sanctuary for wild
life and many specimens of mam
mals and birds make their homes
about his hut. He befriended and
raised an orphan beaver which lias
formed a colony in a pond nearby,
and these animals have learned to
answer the call of their guardian.
Tlie Canadian government wa's so
appreciative of tlie fine work of
Grey Owl In saving some of the dis
appearing wild creatures from ex
tinct ion, it appointed him to super
vise that great wild life sanctuary—
Hiding Mountain park. Manitoba,
where the heaver and Ids compan
ions can live in security and where
a remarkable film of its wonderful
life story has been obtained.—Wash
ington Star.

PERRY’S LAUNDRY SPECIALS
ASK US ABOUT THE

NEW LOW PRICE
—ON—

FAMILY WASHES (All Finished)
The New Price Is Well Below the Old Cost

DRY CLEANSING
Garments for $1.50

2

LADIES’
OR
MEN’S

NECKTIES (with any order) Cleaned and Pressed ....................................
HATS (with any order) Cleaned and Blocked ..........................................

R. R. Train Run on Record

10c
65c

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY SERVICE
—TELEPHONE 835—

Two Miles Minute, Fastest

The April business meeting of the
BPW Club will take place Thursday
evening at the home of Mrs. Exxy
Perry.

$1.50

SUITS - COATS - DRESSES

£H^&1SENTER CRANE COMPANY^^^
Mrs. Eva ST Clair Cleveland of
Houlton, widow of E. L. Cleveland,
died yesterday in Houlton. Mrs.
Cleveland was the daughter of the
late Lenora (Payson* and Guilford
D. St. Clair of South Hope. Imme
diate survivors arc two daughters,
Mrs. Madeline Marriott and Mrs.
Marian Mercier, and two sons,
Arthur and Leigh, all of Houlton;
two sisters, Mrs. R. L. Jones and Mrs.
Eda Oxton of Rockland, and one
brother, E. C. St. Clair of Rockport.

ANY
TWO
GARMENTS

PERRY’S LAUNDRY

The fastest recorded run of a
train for u short distance was made
on tlie Plant System between Flem
578 MAIN STREET,
ing and Jacksonville In March, 1901,
for a distance of five miles. The
T. E. McNamara arrived home yes- Sliced was at the rate of 120 miles
; terday from Eagle Rock. Va., where an hour, or two miles a minute.
he was the guest of his brother, Seven other trains, all American,
UNION
James H. McNamara, several weeks have made speeds of 102 to 112.5
miles
per
hour
over
distances
of
1
He was accompanied as far as Bos
Merle Robbins is working in the
to 7 miles. “The Flying Scotsman”
ton by his sister, Miss Adelaide Mc ran 392.5 miles from Ixindon to Ed mill for Harry Edgecomb.
Namara, who sailed Saturday on the inburgh in May, 1028, In 8 hours 3
Mrs. Carl Sukeforth of Washington
new Italian steamship Rex for a tour minutes, or at the rate of 49.1 miles visited her aunt. Mrs Ellis Maddocks
per hour, a speed exceeded hy at Thursday.
of Italy.
least 28 other trains over distances
Wilbur Frohock of Brown Univer
Mrs. Alice Robbins was called to
varying from 14 to 2,037 miles. A Appleton Wednesday to the home of
sity is the guest of his parents. Dr.
SOUTH HOPE
Master Eugene Dunbar and Miss Great Western train running be Maynard Brown, whose wife is ill.
and Mrs. II. W. Frohock.
tween Paddington mid Bristol In
Edith Dunbar entertained a party of 1904, is snld to have made tlie 118.5
Mr. and Mrs Ellis Maddocks and
Congregational Women's Associa friends Friday at the home of their miles at tlie rate of 84.G miles per Mrs. Charles Esancy went Friday to
tion meets tomorrow afternoon at 5 father Charles Dunbar. Those pres hour, although tlie same railroad Eoston where Mrs. Maddocks will
in the vestry.
ent were Annie and Junior Hart claims to have set a world's record enter the Memorial Hospital for
Hope, Laura and Lucy Bowley, Paul September 15, 1931,- when Its “Chel treatment.
Ladies night will be observed at ine, Evelyn, Edward, Louie and tenham Flyer'' ran 77.25 miles be
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hannon and
the Elks Home tomorrow, with Madaline King, Glenys Lermond. tween Swindon and Paddingtun In
Fred Robbins visited at Charles
58
minutes,
or
80
miles
per
hour.
Thomas Anastasia ln charge. The Esther and Charlotte Robbins. Ice
Thurston's March 26.
Country Club Orchestra will provide cream, cake and cocoa were served An electric locomotive is said to
The Ladies' Aid Is to hold an allhave made 130 miles per hour near
music, with many novelty featudes by Pauline King.
Games were 1 Marienfeld, Germany, in 1901.
day session Thursday with Mrs. Maryon the progaam.
played, among which were Jigsaw J
Wallace.
puzzles. Miss Edith Dunbar, four!
Mrs. Edith Young of Owl's Head
Historical Sketch of Turkey
Walter Gay is home from Bates
and
one-half
years
old
was
winner.
visited
her cousin. Mrs. Emma Ryan
Turkey,
now
reduced
in
size
to
College for the Easter recess mod
about 175,000 square miles, com Wednesday of last week
estly bearing his new honors, of A delightful time was had by all.
prises a portion of Thrace adjacent
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Stickney and
which mention was recently made in
Another endurance contest we i to Constantinople nnd is now main children with Mis. Lina Aho and
this paper.
don't care at all for is the one pros-| ly confined to Asia Minor. Agricul Miss Lillian Antilla returned to Bel
ture is primitive, but tlie soil, where
Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R., met perity Is making staying around that cultivable, is fertile and produces mont, Mass.. Friday.
corner.
—
Atlanta
Journal.
Miss Anne Thurston and nephew,
yesterday at the home of Mrs. Ella
considerable crops of
eat, barley,
Buflum, who was assisted in enter
cotton, nuts, tobacco, figs, olives, Joseph Thurston Robbins, went to
grapes and other fruits. About 1,- Read-ng, Mass., Saturday, Miss
taining by Mrs. Carolyn Page and
500 mites of railways are in opera Thurston going on from there to her
Miss Jennie Blackington. Opening
tion. The so-called Bagdad railway work at White River Junction. Vt.
exercises were conducted by Mrs.
OMEN of all
extends from the Bosphorus via
ages
can
find
The Community Club held its
Mary Perry Rich, who later in the
Adana and Aleppo to Nisibin. Con
help for delicate or-(
monthly foodi sale at ithe library
program gave a report on national pans by taking Dr.
stantinople is the capital; Smyrna,
defense which was followed by open Pierce's
Favorite
an important seaport; Brusn, the reams Saturday afternoon.
Principal William Thomas and
11
discussion. This nominating com Prescription.
ancient capital and center of silk
overcomes b a c k manufacture; Sivas, a mining cen family have returned from Biddeford
mittee was appointed, to report at j ache,
bearing-down
ter; Angora, the provisional capital. where they spent the week of the
the annual meeting taking place in pains, and the
school vacation.
May: Miss Edith Bicknell. Mrs. weakening drains of
1 womanhood. Women all over the country
• • • •
Hester Chase and Mrs. Etta Stod , prai<e it as doea Mr*. Bella Rice of Albany
U.e of Liberty Cap
Club, Albany, who says: “I was suffer
The
origin
and
significance
of
the
dard. Bertram E. Packard, commis Yacht
Community
Club Notes
ing from womanly ills and general weakness.
I was rundown, my nerves gave way, 1 could
Liberty cap, seen on some seals,
sioned of education, was guest not
The
Women's
Community
Club met
sleep—4elt weak, trembly and ail dragged
coins, etc., is as follows: In early
speaker. His topic, “The New Eng out. I was restored to health by taking Dr.
at
the
rooms
March
28,
with
25 mem
Pierce's Favorite Prescription. It calmed my
ltoman times, only freemen were per
land Home in the Development of nerves, I gained in strength, and never feit
bers and guests present. The mem
mitted
to
wear
caps.
When
a
slave
physically.”
America" found a most interested better
was manumitted, a small cap, usu bers were glad to welcome thelr sec
Welle to De. Pierce*. Clt.tr, Buffalo,
audience.
8. V., for free ntedieel ad.lee.
ally of red felt, was placed on his retary, Mrs. Edna McKinley, back
head, and his name was registered after spending part of the winter in
on the city scrolls. Several Homan St. Petersburg. Fla The sum of $13.50
commanders hoisted such caps on was parsed in by the members who
spears to indicate that all slaves
who Joined them should l>c free; had earned their dollars for the club
nnd when Caesar was murdered, the work during the year, and the presi
conspirators marched forth in a dent is anxious that all who have not
body, with a cap elevated on a
spear. In token of liberty. In the
French revolution, tlie liberty cap
Personal, Student and Monarch Size Stationery of excellent white
WED.-THURS.
was adopted hy the revolutionists
ripple or plain bond paper, printed on top center of paper and on
as a badge of their freedom.
flap of envelopes. Copy for name and address on envelopes and
paper must be exactly the same.
First Town Light.
Printed in black or blue ink. Not over three lines. Note size 6x7,
The first city in tlie United States
ideal for women's use; 200 single (or 100 double sheets) and 100
to have lighted streets was New
envelopes to match $1.00. Student's size 5'jx8'i, 150 sheets and 100
York, says the Wall Street Journnl.
envelopes to match, $1.00
Its city council in 1G97 passed an
Monarch size, a man's size for personal or business use, 150 sheets
ordinance requiring that “every
7'-«xl0t4 and 100 envelopes
plain white bond paper only, $1 50
seventh house In this city doe every
Raised letter printing on paper only, each size 60c extra.
night in the darke time until tlie
Write name and address plainly, print if possible. Remit with
twenty-fifth day of March next
cause a lanthorn and candle to he
order, please, either by check or money order. Postage 10c extra.
hung out on a pole.” This was a
primitive lighting system, hut It
continued In use for more than six
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ty years. OH lamps for street light
ing In New York city were aban
doned ln 1823, when gas l»ecame
at V*1
available and pipes were laid to
suuply tills “magical lllumlnutlng
fuel."

ROCKLAND, MAINE
1 li'BM

'LHiltBIBCC:Hid..' .Ill
done so, should pass the money in at
the next meeting.
The roll call was on "Books of To
day." The program subject, “Libra
ries," was ln charge of Mrs. Josephine
Bcssey. librarian of Vose Library, who
read a helpful paper on 'Library Sta
tistics" This Included quotations
read by members, stressing the great
need of reading.
The club was mast fortunate in
having as guest speaker Charles L
Campbell of Loring. Short & Harmon
Co. of Portland. His Interesting talk

'

on a great variety of books was edu
cational. and his pleasing manner of
telling stories helped to make this one
of the most interesting club gather
ings of the year.
The next meeting will be April 11,
subject "Rock Oardens," and it is ex
pected that there will be a guest
speaker.

The man who did mest to retard
rcccvtry was the one who inven'e:! a
geed automobile paint -Brookville
iCnt.) Recorder.
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Dental Service
■
■
■

We cater to the working man, who realizes the value
and importance of a reliable dental service, yet must
be governed by the limits of his income
We can
save you money on your dental bills.

..WOMEN’S AILMENT..

W

Distinctive Stationery

$"8

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

1

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

FOR RESULTS
You Can Depend On)
COURIER GAZETTE

JOB PRINTING
It sells more people be
cause more people like to
see it. Skillful heads and
hands prepare it with one
vital point in mind—ef
fectiveness. It must get
results.

Inquire about
Our Low Rates . .. ’

Dr. Dana S. Newman
339 Main Street

Tel. 1097-W

Rockland

OVER PALMER'S JEWELRY STORE
HOURS: 8 A. M. to G P. M. Saturday, 8 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Evenings By Appointment
40-lt
■mn
BrnHIHillllMiiliillfiti'l -fail nU ..... ■■ I
Liiuiiii:

PARK

Wednesday

HE MADE THE WOMEN HE WANTED!
What diabolical snare
placed the most tempting
beauties of the day at his

unscrupulous command?

MVfTtlty
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the

MUSEUM
a
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c I o u I

TECHNICOLOR
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Goldfish Production
Goldfish are the product of long
years of selective breeding. Tlie na
tive fish, from which goldfish were
developed, belong to the carp fam
ily and are still numerous ln the
streams of China. They do not nat
urally have tlie golden hue hut are
dark in color much like the or
dinary carp. Centuries ago the Chi
nese fish culturlsts Interbred light
colored specimens and produced
beautiful varieties. Fanciers fur
ther induced and strengthened tlie
golden nnd silver colors by regu
lating the quantity of mineral ln
the water.

Young Husband—“It seems to me,
my dear, that these pancakes are
rather heavy.”
His Bride—“Then I'm afraid you’re
a poor judge, for the cook book says
they are light and feathery.”—
Watchman-Examiner.

PLATE REPAIR SERVICE IN THREE HOURS

LIONEL ATWILL^FAY WRAY • GLENDA FARRELL » FRANK McHUGH

THURSDAY ONLY
SOMETHING NEW EVERY

NOW PLAYING
JOHN BARRYMORE

in
“TOPAZE"

GUY KIBBEE
I,AST TIMES TODAY
EDDIE QUILLAN
MARJORIE RAMBEAU
In
“STRICTLY PERSONAL"

COMPLETE CHANGE OF
PROGRAMS

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY, FRIDAY

Every Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 4, 1933

Converting Great Quantities of Wheat and
Cotton Into Bread and Clothing, a Gigantic
Task, Accomplished in 3,072 Counties
by the American Red Cross.

I IP 1®® more than a year the needy of the
11/ | nation have looked to the Red Cross
fgmm for bread. For the last nine months

jfr

///a

Cotton and
//,
Mr
///

WHFAT
fhncfad-tfe,
NBCDY

Cf

families in distress have brought
to the Red Cross their requests for clothing.
In so far as flour and cotton garments
could meet these needs, the Red Cross has
supplied them nation-wide.
Flour to make bread and more than a
billion garments have been distributed in
these months. They have gone into the \\\
homes of five million families—more than \\\
twenty million people have received benefits W
from them.
\
In all but a few ot the 3.072 counties of the nation—and

'And. so to bid.' in
warm Rtd. Cross

niihtiis made by
Brooklyn, NY

chapltr voluntws

a

Mrs. Herbert Hoover
joins army of
Red. Cross seamstresses

those few counties are in sparsely settled parts ot the
country — the Red Cross has carried this vital relief.
This program will be continued through the spring.
Then the $5,000,000 bushels of Farm Board wheat .
voted by Congress for distribution by the Red Cross This Texas young
will have been exhausted. Thus far, 9.622,000 barrels ster- smiles his
of hour have gone into the homes. Some of the wheat thanks for Red,
Cross flour
also was used a year ago for stockfeed (this use is no4

tri MU
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Dtfftrlct af Coltafcia
Florida
Caorjla
Idaho
Xlllaol*
Indlaaa

Kanaaa
Kentucky

Louisiana
■alaa
■aiylaad

laaaachuratt*
■Icfc’.gan

IImimU

IlMlailrpl
Vlaaourl
Montara
■rfcrarka
Nevada
New haapahlr*
Now Jaraoy
lew leilco
lew Tort
North Corolla*
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklohoaa
Ortfon
Penntylvaola
Puerto Klco
Rhode I aland
South Carol la*
South Dakota

Texas
Ctah
v»rat
virilala
Naahlnitoa
••at Virtlal*

■lareaala
•>o*ln<
India- Afenelas

Total

longer possible) and in some
localities it is cracked for
cereal. In all, 80.135.S81 bush
els have been used thus far.
Sixty million yards of cot
ton cloth have been made
into twenty million garmen t s — underclothing,
dresses, shirts, layettes. Men,
women and children have
been provided with suitable
garments. A million children
have been decently clad to
go to school. This huge gar
ment making Job was made
possible by six hundred thou
sand women who spent hours
at the sewing machines, giv
Members of Congress approve
Rtd. Cross cloUiini. Rep.
ing freely ot their time and
Fiorella LaGuardia (.N.Y.) at
labor, Just as in the days ot
left, Rep. Marvin Jones (Tsx.)
the World War, that this
cloth might he made ready
for the needy.
Twenty-five million ready-made garments also were
distributed by the Red Cross. These were cotton
sweaters, knit underwear, hosiery, overalls. Jumpers,
knickers, pants—again clothing as adequately as pos
sible children for school, men for work and women for
their tasks.

Cost Borne by Red Cross
Just as with the flour, distribution ot clothing by
the Red Cross is still being carried on. Blankets and
comforters, sheets and pillow cases for the needy and
sick, are now in process of delivery.
But as with the flour, the end is in sight. The raw
cotton turned over to the Red Cross is about exhausted,
just as is the wheat.
The 85.000,000 bushels of wheat and 844,000 hales of
cotton which Congress voted in March and July, 1932,

Hemisphere, and, with the single ex and ascend the streams. After once
ception of the sea herrings, are com beginning their upward journey, they
Pacific Coast Varieties Are mercially the leading fishes of the take no food.
"The Chinook salmon begins to run
world," says a bulletin from the
To Be Given Trial On the
Washington, D. C. headquarters cf ln spring and pushes' its way to the
headwaters of the larger streams. In
Maryland Coast
the National Geographic Society.
"The Pacific salmons constitute a the Columbia basin the species dis
Residents of States along the At distinct group, closely resembling the tributes itself over 90.000 square miles
lantic seaboard are interested in an I Atlantic salmon, but separated by of Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and
experiment about to be made by th» !
marked peculiarities. There are five Montana. In the Snake River and
United States Bureau of Fisheries and j
distinct species of the Pacific salmon, the Yukon River the spawning
the Maryland Conservation Commi'which differ strikingly ln si2e, color, grounds lie 2000 miles by water frem
fion. Some 2000 Chinook salmon
habits, distribution, food value, and the sea.
from the Columbia River. 2300 mile" i
"Whether salmon travel in the
economic importance. All of the
to the northwest, which were hatched
species occur on the California coast streams 2000 miles or 200 feet to
in the aquarium of Washington's new
ranging from San Francisco Bay (or reach their spawning grounds, and
Department of Commerce building,
a little farther south) to Alaska regardless of their physical condition
will be placed in Qeep Creek Lake |
crossing to Siberia and reachinj at the time they arrive at the particu
Maryland, whose waters drain into
-outhward into Kamchatka, while lar places required for the proper
the upper Potomac River. The fish
development of eggs and young all die
three of them extend to Japan.
are being planted with the hope that
"The largest of the genus, and the shortly after spawning.
they will find their way to salt water
"Why this is the case is one of na
most magnificent ot all salmons. is
and return, ln four years, to spawn.
the Chinook, also known as the Quin- ture's mysteries. It has its parallel in
The Great Falls of the Potomac
nat, King, Spring, or Tyee salmon It some other fishes; in the may-fly,
above Washington will probably offer
has an average weight of nearly 25 which perishes after a few hours'
no barrier to the returning fish, and
pounds in the Columbia, and is often existence, and in the annual plants
will give residents of the East a
We can only say of such that thev
chance to see one of the most spec caught weighing 40 to 60 pounds
have served their purpose and are no
Occasional
examples
of
over
101
tacular acrobatic feats in nature if
longer needed. The death habit o
the salmon attempt to hurdle It as pounds are taken. While found from
the salmons was doubtless developed
California
to
China.
It
attains
its
they do waterfalls in Pacific coast
to prevent the overstocking of streams,
greatest
abundance
in
the
Sacra

streams.
mento, Columbia, Yukon arid other the exhaustion of the food supply of
Five Distinct Pacific Species
the young while in fresh water, and
large North American streams.
the consequent danger of the wiping
"The Pacific salmons are the mas.
Sockeye in Demand for Canning
out of species by mere excess of num
valuable fishes not only of the United
“The species called Biueback bers."
States, but also of the entire Western
salmon on the Columbia, Sockeye on
Puget Sound, and Redfish or Red
The best explanation of Hitler's
salmon in Alaska, averages only flv; power is Germany’s proverbial weak
pounds in weight and never exceeds ness for a freak mustache
12. It attains greatest abundance in
the Columbia, the Fraser, and in vari
ous streams throughout Alaska. Its
meat ls rich in quality and deep red
in color, and the fish is therefore in
great demand for canning.
“The Silver or Coho salmon, gen
erally found In coastal streams, aver
ages six pounds in weight and rarely
exceeds 25 or 30. The smallest species
is the Humpback, so called from the
Take Lydia E. Pinkham’s Tab
well-marked nuchal hump developed
lets a few days beforehand and
by the male in fall. The extremes ol
notice the difference. If yours is
weight for mature examples are 3
a
stubborn case you may need
and 11 pounds, with four pounds as
to take them regularly for a
the average. The region of greatest
few months. Persistent use
abundance is Puget Sound to south
RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
brings permanent relief.
east Alaska. It has been transplant
Not a pain killer to dull
ed to streams In Maine and seems to
the agony, but a modern sci
be
firmly
established.
Ixacutlv* OHlta
entific medicine which acts
“The remaining species, the Dog or
HOTEL MANGER
Chum salmon, averages eight pounds j upon the CAUSE of the trou
NORTH STATION, BOSTON
in weight. It is generally distributed 1 ble. New size package—50^
Fleoiv
----- Bvtojnillon CarBi
for ute byfriendt ond mytelf. No
and abundant, but owing to the poor
at all druggists.
obligation.
quality of the flesh, is the least im
portant of the group.
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
Nam*------- ,
» .
"After spending mest of their lives
$tr«*t---------’
TABLETS
at sea, accumulating fat, and storing
Clir ----- -------------- "-------------j energy, the salmons move inshor?

SALMON EXPERIMENT

MANGER

Don’t Deaden
Periodic PainPrevent It!

Never before in the history of the world had a task
like this of converting millions of bushels of wheat
and millions of pounds of cotton into bread and cloth
ing, for millions of families, been considered possible
of accomplishment. Nor had such a plan ever been
conceived of as being done by one single agency.

through self-sacriflclng chapter officers and volunteer*
in more than 3,600 communities of the country.
The cost of administering all of the complex opera
tion of turning cotton into clothing and wheat into
flour has been borne by the Red Cross. The estimated
cost is more than *665,000 from the Red Cross
treasury.
In addition to the direct benefit to the needy, th«
wheat and cotton programs have given work to thou
sands in flour and cotton spinning mills, in overall,
sweater and garment factories. Many factories, on tho
point ot closing, had been kept open through re
ceiving Red Cross orders for cloth and garments.
This work comprised only two of the relief
measures which have been carried on hy the nation
al Red Cross during the depression.
In the 52 years' history of the organization such
“Xextraordinary widespread and prolonged
7*^. demands for relief have never before been
made upon It
■ y

’

xj
'
\
» Tr

F•

Unemployment Relief Widespread
Since the beginning ot the depression
the American Red Cross has expended
*16,000.000 in carrying relief to the stricken
w-ithin the borders of the United States, in
disasters, as well as in aiding victims of
unemployment and economic conditions.
In the present year alone, 25,000,000 persons have been on the Red Cross relief
rolls. And in the past several >ear8'ln th*
drought affected areas, and in the sections
where the miners have been so long unemployed, the Red Cross has met especially

Seven-pound, loaves for these children of foreign-bom parents

respectively, to be distributed by the Red Cross to the
nation's needy, were Farm Board surplus. They repre
sented all of the surplus and now the Farm Board bins
are scraped clear of wheat and the Farm Board has
turned over Its last cotton to the Red Cross.

The Hit-and-Run Driver
and His
Victim
M .*
l

Economic conditions have everywhere imposed al
most superhuman tasks upon the nation—and the suc
cessful culmination of this colossal Red Cross program
is an outstanding example of relief-giving. It was made
possible through a capable central organization, and

acute situations with months of organized
_____ relief giving.
This relief task of great magnitude has
been carried on under the active supervision of
Chairman John Barton Payne of the American Red
Cross—under whose able direction for eleven years
the Red Cross has met ever-increasing demands for
quick and ready emergency relief.

A SENSIBLE PLEA

FRIENDSHIP

Vinalhaven Writer Objects
To the Dumping of Rub

At a special town meeting held tn
Eossa's hall Thursday evening. O. C.
Cook was elected second selectman
and third assessor, replacing Alfred H.
Morton, who was elected by a big ma
jority at the annual meeting, but was
unable to serve on account of a tech
nicality concerning his previous office
as tax collector. The meeting was
bicught to an abrupt close when a
trxtion was made and seconded to
adjourn, before any of the articles on
the warrant regarding State aid
money had been taken up. R. L.
Thompson served as moderator after
the sixth ballot. No decision was
made regarding a tax collector, there
being three elections, but all declined
the honor. John Mitchell who was
elected at the annual meeting had
previously resigned.

bish By the Roadside

Editor cf The Courier-Gazette —
This plea comes from the island of
Vinalhaven, but I expect on the main
land there are a lot of villages where
there are those who feel about the
fame as I do about the rubbish thrown
beside our roads. It is about the usual
Tokyo
time for folks to be picking up all
Tne “Eastern Capital' of Japan
the trash that has been accumulat . . . After 266 years as Yedo, the
ing during the winter months ar.d medieval frontier village of Iyeyasu.
dump it somewhere, ar.d that will be the greatest of the Shoguns, thc Em
along the roadside.
peror came into control of it m 1869
Cur roads are very good here in the
summer and the scenery is beautiful . . . Social, intellectual, financial
It isn't a very pleasant sight when you center of Nippon . . . Earthquake
are walking along land some of us do rocked in 1855 and 1923, it daily builds
still walk) to be admiiing a pretty moire stately mansions , . . Two
. tree, or some wild flowers or beautiful million inhabitants snap their fin
ferns, to ccme to a mess of old broken gers at temblors . . . Tourist come
APPLETON RIDGE
dk hes, bottles. Un cans, rusty ones or and go . . . Visits to the walled and
. bright new ones (flies buzzing around moated Imperial Palace . . . Thc
Miss Eulalia M. Fish spent a few
them), old shoes, old rags, paint pails Palace no tourist may enter, the days last week at the home of Dr.
broken fruit Jars. You all know what ' Emperor who grants no audience to B. H. Keller in Thomastcn.
sort of a mess it is. Of course if you them . . . Shiba Park to see the
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Moody were
are ridlr.g you don't notice it so' Temples of the Shoguns, to buy ln Rccklar.d visitors Thursday.
much.
Miss Ruth Moody spent Thursday
bazaars, to eat at the Maple Club
Our roadsides would look so much | Restaurant . . . Ueno Park with the and Friday in Searsmont guest of
tetter if those who have such trash to J largest lantern in Japan . . . Here Miss Ruth Olney.
throw away would go farther away the Cherry Blossom fete . . . Count
Albert H. Moody, Albert O. Pitman
rom thc roads. The woods are near Matsura's Gardens with 300-year- and Leroy N. Moody were in Augusta
The extent of the burden placed other property owners and Income by, and the things could be dropped j
Friday.
old beauty . . . Tokyo.
upon general taxpayers by heavy taxpayers.
here out of sight. Of course in the
commercial vehicles is not generally J It is conceded by experts, the village these messes are not allowed I
Association says, that heavy trucks but go either way out of the town j
realized by the public, according to
contribute a smaller relative ehare to and you will soon be seeing these piles
the railroad Employees and Taxpay highway costs than the lighter
of rubbish which needn't be there, if
ers' Association of Philadelphia.
| vehicles, partly because of consumin’ the people would take Just a few morn
In the eight years from 1923 to 1930 less gasoline In proportion to length steps away from the roadside. Hop’
inclusive, total expenditure- for high of haul and weight carried. Hence, this plea will do a little good.
way construction and maintenance in large trucks must be paying even less
Islander
the United States exceeded $11,700,- than one-third of their fair share of
Vinalhaven, March 31.
000.000. Of this great sum, highway highway expenses.
BOSTON, MASS.
BEACON STREET
The more than two-thirds con
users of all kinds contributed ln
LEVENSALER HELD
tributed
by
general
taxpayers
is
a
license fees and gasoline taxes less
E. S. Levensaler pleaded not guilty
than $4,000,000,000, or little more than gift from the public to those who are
a third. The remainder of the cost, using the highways for profit in the to a charge of manslaughter in con- j
Located on Beacon
nec'.ion with the death of Mrs. Wil- '
over $7,800,000,000, fell upon farm and : heavy transportation business.
HUI Neat to the
Ham Chesboro of East Boothbay,!
Scot* House.
i of the co-author, Dorothy Mackaye. last Friday night when he was ar- I
STRAND THEATRE
the actress who was sentenced to San raigned' In Augusta court yesterday
There have been prison pictures be Quentin after the mysterious death and was held in $2000 bonds for the
fore, but “Ladies They Talk About," of her husband a few years ago. In June term of Superior court after he
Just a few minutes' walk to the theatre, financial^
starring Barbara Stanwyck which addition to its revelation of prison j had waived preliminary hearing.
and shopping centers.
comek Wednesday and Thursday is life, there is a stirring romance in Mrs. Chesboro died of injuries she
the first to reveal life in the women's volving the infatuation of an evange received in a collision between the
New Lower Rates
section in all its interesting phases.
list for an attractive though hard- automobile in which she was pas-;
Rooms without bath, ^.00 up; with bath, M.00 up
The prison depicted in Barbara boiled inmate who had been sentenced senger and Levensaler's machine.
Stanwyck's picture Ls the San Quentin for a bank “robbery Miss Stanwyck State police testified Levensaler had
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
penitentiary of California. The story appears m tlie bandit role with Pres , told them he fell asleep at the wheel
presents the actual prison experiences ton S. Faster, as the evangelist.—adv | and lost control of his car.

Tales-

Moy We Suggest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE

